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The pr oblem of developing economic under standing in a democracy is 
not simple; it is vital and very complex. Furthermore , it is a probl em 
on which very l i.ttle research has been done. There is a need for more 
information on the various aspects of economic education. In many areas 
of economic educat i on t her e is not enough information available to make 
int elligent planning possibl e . Thus t his st udy is dedicated to the 
improvement of economic educat i on . 
The General Stat ement of the Problem 
Oklahoma State University is dedicated to the development of intel-
ligent , capable ci t izens. The attainment of this goal by the University 
is accompl ished di rectly by the education of its students and indirectly 
by i ts graduates who will teach others. The maintenance of efficient 
education r equires a constant appraisal of the effectiveness of the 
curriculum as t he cnrri culum i s adjusted to new conditi0"s. An illus-
tration of thi s ad justment i n t he curriculum is evident in economic 
education. For example, some of t he gr aduates f r om Okl ahoma State Uni -
versity have had no courses in economic education; some have had three 
semester hours of Elements of Economics ; some have had t hree hours of 
Principles of Economics ; some have had six hours of Principles of Econom-
i cs; some have had more t han s i x hours of economics ; and some have had 
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more than six hours of agric l t ll:'al econoni c s . Eecause of t he dj f : erer.ces 
i n t he economic e .ucatfon of gr aduates fro m Oklahoma State Unive sity , 
t his problem j s to be investigated; Does the economic education of t he 
tea hers who have been graduated fro m Oklahoma Sta:.e UTiiversity duri r..g 
the years 1955-56 and 1956-57 and who received teaching certifi ates fron 
Oklahoma make a difference in t he number of basic areas of economic under-
s t anding t aught by t hem? 
Hypothesis t o be Tested 
The study is designed to contribute informati on concerni ng the 
eff iciency of i nst ruction in the economi c education of teaches . With 
thi s in view, t he i nvestigat i on will t est the f ollowi ng hypothesis : The 
economic education of teac ers doe s not affec t t he number of basic areas 
of economic understandi ng taught . 
Th Need for and Purpose of t he Study 
It i s a ssumed that Amer ican citi zens are expected to make 1ntelli -
0ent dec i s i ons on economic mat ter s ranging ram governmental policie s t o 
the use of char ge a counts. I f t h i s assumption be true , then economi c 
education should be a par t of ever y American ' s education . The burden 
of t he ener al educat i on of t he masses f alls on the teachers from rades 
one through t welve . The university , a s an educa t ional institution for 
t eachers , i s t hen faced with t he problem of insurfog an adequat e general 
economi c education f or its gr aduat es who are pl anning to t each. 
There has been consider able experi ment a tion wi t h t he program of 
economi c educat i on at Oklahoma State Uni versi t y . Courses such a s Elements 
of Economics have been devel oped ; other courses have been modified ; and 
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requi rements have been changed. Ther e is a need for i nformation concern-
i ng t he effectivene ss of t he var ious economic-education choices now avail-
able t o st udents entering pr ofessi onal education . Thi s study i s an effor t 
to evaluate t hese choices . 
The Scope of t he St udy 
This study is lfa1.ited in scope to t ho se teacher s 'Who have been gr ad-
uated from Oklahoma State Univer sity and have received Okl ahoma teaching 
certificates in t he years 1956 and 1957. 
Thi s study i s limited to the clai ms t hat t he t eacher s t hemselves 
make concer ning their o'Wn teaching . No ef fort is made t o det ermine ~ 
r el at i ve degree of accuracy concerni ng thei r clajms . No ef f ort is made t o 
decide t hat any anS"Wer or groups of answers are ei ther good or bad or 
right or 1,,1rong . 
This study is not to be considered· "proof" of what t eacher s are 
teaching . This is a study of what cer tain t eachers , recent graduat es 
of Oklahoma State Univer sity , clai m t hat they are t eaching. 
Thi s study i s limited t o sel ected economi c topics , or concept s . I t 
is based on the economic concept s devel oped i n t he study Key Understandings 
in Economic s . Further more , i t is very clo sel y r el ated to the Inventory of 
Economic Understanding,l 'Which i s also based on t he st udy Key Understand-
ings. The topics are generally i dentical wi t h t hose i n t he 11I nventory ," 
linvent ory of Economic Understanding prepar ed at Economic Educat ion 
Workshops sponsored by Northwestern University , I lli noi s Curriculum Program, 
Illinois Council on Economic Educat i on, and t he Joint Council on Economic 
Education, 1815 Or rington Avenue , Evanston, Illinois , or t he J oint Counc i l 
on Economi c Educat i on, 2 West 46th Street, New York 36, New Yor k. Instruc-
t i ons f or evaluating t he i nventories are also available. 
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but much of t he wording i s l ess pr eci se and l ess techni cal . Thi s cor rela-
t i on with ano t her study was done i n order that t his study be somewhat 
compar abl e t o t he I llinoi s s t udy2 and that the findings of the two groups 
might be compared. 
The Plan of t he St udy 
The s t udy i s a normat ive-survey of t he economi c concepts being t aught 
by a l l those who r eceive::i t hei r bachel or' s degr ees i n 1955-56 and 1956-57 
f r om Okl ahoma State Univer si ty and .. 1ho recei ved Oklahoma teaching cert if-
i cat es . 
A questionnaire of 102 economi c topi cs was used to procure each t each-
er 's opini ons relative to economic concepts t aught by hi m. Each t eacher 
was expect ed to indi cat e on an eval uat i on scal e how well he , in hi s own 
opi ni on , t aught each t opi c . 
The data, resulting from the responding teachers ' opinions , were 
r ecorded on I BM cards for t abulation and summari zation by machi nes . 
Simple chi-square test s were used to test the significance of t he dif-
ferences f ound . 
The findings are repor t ed i n thi s st udy under t hree headings : 
(1) Respon se to the ~uest i onnaire , (2) Charact er istics of t he Populat ion, 
and (3) I nt er pret at i on of Hypothesi s Tested . 
Def ini tions 
Economi cs is defined f or t he purpose of t hi s st udy as a sci ence i n 
the management or administ r ation of scarce resources f or t he satJ sfaction 
2Inventory of Economi c Under st andi ng . See Footnote 1 . 
of hum.an needs. It is more than a body of jnformation, a descri tion of 
our economy, or a doctrine; it is, in addition , a method or technique of 
thinking applied to t he allocation of all resources for human wants. 
The terms economic co~cepts and economic understandings are used 
interchangeably and are sometimes referred to as economic~ or~-
nomic topics in el ation to this study. 
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Basic economic~ to be investigated are defined as t hose t hat 
appear to be basic according t o the Study 2!1 Economic Education for the 
Council for Advancement of Secondary Education (Washington , D. C., 1956) 
entitled "Key Understandings in Economics; t he Derivation , Validation , 
and Evaluation; a Compos i te Test of Basic Economic Topics . 11 The basic 
st udy will be referred to as Key Under standings or Key Understandings in 
Economi cs. Thi s desi gnat i on is necessary in order t hat i t can be distin-
guished from a rel ated study ent itled "Economi cs in the Press , " which is 
al so part of the Study 2£ Economic Education. 
Graduates are those who have been graduated with bachelor ' s degrees 
jn 1955-56 and 1956-57 from Oklahoma State University and who received 
Oklahoma teaching certificates in 1956 and 1957. 
A teaching certificate i s alicensa to teach. It is issued by the 
State Department of Education upon recommendation of the University. 
Teachers, as used in this study, refers to tho se teachers included in 
t his survey . 
Economics courses are course s l isted in the Oklahoma St at e University 
Bul letin fo r 1956 under Economics and under Agricult ural Economics . 
Pr i nciples ref er s t o t he courses Principles of Economi cs 213 and 223, 
a basic series of two courses t otaling si x hours. 
Agricultural Economics Principles refers to the course Agricultural 
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Economics 20.3. 
Agricultural Economics 203 is for all practical purposes the same as 
Economics 213 , since both use the same text and both must be followed by 
Economics 223. Any difference in the two courses would probably be due to 
methods and i llustrations , not content . It will be regarded as three hours 
of Principles and referred to as such. 
Elements refers to the course Elements of Economics gz3_. 
Elements of Economics fil is a terminal course designed for those 
taki ng only one course. It attempts to cover :in non- technical and non-
mathematical terms most of the economic areas included in Economics 213 
and 223. Speci al emphasis is placed upon methods and techniques by which 
fut ure t eachers can present and illustrate economic ideas. 
Agricul tural economics refers to those economics courses taught by 
t he Department of Agricultural Economics. In the tables it is abbreviated 
to ~- Econ, 
Grade Levels or School Level s refer to the grades or levels of school 
from primary t hrough the secondary school: primary grades , grades 1-.3; 
intermediate grades, grades 4-8; junior high school , grades 7-9; high 
school, grades 9-12. 'I'b.ere appears to be overlapping, but this is not a 
continuous scal e but a classification of levels that possibly describes 
di scret e and different areas. 
CHAPTER II 
'IBE SETTING 
The problem of economic ignorance , which is also the problem of 
economic educat1 on, is very serious and very pertinent to modern times. 
I t is an age-old problem which is still with us . An i l lustration of 
t hi s is Shelley ' s sonnet "Ozymandias" : 
I met a traveller from an antique land 
Who said : 'Two vast and trunkless legs of stone 
Stand i n the desert. Near t hem , on the sand , 
Half sunk, a shat tered visage lies, whose frown , 
And wrinkled lip , and sneer of cold command , 
Tell that its sculptor well t hose passi ons read 
whi ch yet survive, stamped on these li f eless t hings , 
The hand that mocked t hem and the heart t hat f ed. 
And on t he pedestal t hese words appear~ 
":t,zy name is Ozymandias, king of kings : 
Look on my works, ye Might y, and despair !11 
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 
Of that colossal wreck, boundle ss and bare 
The lone and level sands stretch far away.11 
"Ozymandias" is more than interesting poetry. I t is the story of a 
bad economic policy. The policies that were designed to ma.ke the might 
of t his ki ng (Rameses II of Egypt , r. 1292-1225 B. C.) live forever caused 
t he compl ete oblivion of this on~e powerful r uler. No t only is the name 
of t hi s might y king f orgott en , but t he peopl e who were to s tand in awe 
f orever no l onger exi st . 
This fit s t he ideas of Hugh H. Bennett in his book Soi l Gonservat i on , 
l Percy Bysshe Shelley , 110zymandias , 11 Shelley 1 s Complete Poems , (Ney 
Yor k , 1901), p. 356. 
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wr i t t en in 1939~ 
The i mportance of the desert cities did not emer ge until later 
Hellenic times ; and under Roman protection, trade devel oped rapidly and 
agriculture t hrived locally. 
To a large extent both were artificially created and lasted only 
until Roman protecti on ceased. When t he trade with the East shifted to 
t he sea r outes, cities declined , fields were abandoned , and wind erosion 
increased . 2 
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The people i n t hose ci t ies mentioned above were probably very aggres-
si ve i n their opposi t ion to Roman law and r ule . The leaders who f inally 
broke away fro m Roman power were probably f et ed as saviors of their country. 
Yet t he policy t hey pur sued l ed only to t he de cay of everything they had 
or hoped to have. 
The United States , with i t s 1, 904 , 000 , 000 acres of land , wi t h its 
gross national product increasing each year , and with i ts great educational 
t raditi on , coul d be past all t hi s concern about fal se economic policy . Mr. 
Bennet t , however , said further : 
I n addi t ion to 50 million acres of cropland now virtual l y usel ess for 
f urther pr oduction, because it has been stripped of topsoil or riddled 
wit h gullies , another 150 million acr es of arable land has declined far 
enough to make farming difficult or unprofitable. Over an additional area 
of nearly 680 mi llion acres of all kinds of land, traces of water erosion 
ar e now discerni ble; and on much of this land t he damage is constantly 
increasing i n severity • • . • The survey indicates that this (wind erosion 
on t he Great Plains Area from Canada t o the Gulf ) form of erosion is 
acti v~ i n some degr ee over more than 200 million acres of f arm and grazing 
l and.j 
Wi t h t he Amer i can population i ncreasing at t he rate of about t hree 
millions a year, t bese f acts should be the concern of every American . 
It is po ssibl e t hat t he economi c policies adopted now will determine the 
future of the grandchil dren of the present Americans. 
2i-l ugh H. Bennett, Soi l Conservation (New Yo r k , 1939) , p . 24, 
Jrb1d., p . 9. 
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In this age , when security seems to be t he goal of most Ameri cans , 
t he policies of t he goverrunent should be t he concern of every American . 
Quite modern is thi s quot atlon taken from An Economic Survey 2f. Ancient 
In a word, t he decline of Rome may in the l ast analysi s be attribut ed t o 
the fa ilure of vision on the part of t he landed gent ry: t heir willingness 
during the Republic to betray the free yeomanry for the sake of profitable 
est ates worked by slaves ; and t heir readiness during t he Empire to accept 
a totali t ar ian regime for t he sake of prospect of personal safety ,4 
Br ead and circuses , although they did take the minds of t he peopl e 
away from t heir troubles , only hastened the inevitable result of unsound 
economic pol i cies , This is hist ory . But does history r epeat itself? Has 
pre sent-day man wi t h t remendous cultural heri tage back of him shown signs 
of l earning? Many keen minds have pondered t hi s problem. Here is a 
comment by Henry George , one of t he nineteenth century wr iters who wrote 
concernjng cont emporary economic life during t he last part of t hat century : 
Though the schoolmaster has been abroad some time, the general power or 
tracing effect t o cause does not seem a whi t improved . The reaction toward 
protectionism, as t he reacti on toward exploded fallacies of gover nment , 
shows t his .5 
In t he mind of Mr . George, at least, contemporary man has a long way to go 
if he we re t o make eoonomia sense . 
Thi s goal of making economic sense is t he objecti ve of t he thinki ng, 
the studying,. and t he research being done i n that ar ea generally refer red 
to as 11 economics. 11 The purpose of "economic" t raining is t o help peopl e 
think i ntel ligently i n those ar eas requiring economic decision s. This i s 
stated especially well in the follo vi ing quotation by John Maynard Keynes : 
4Frank Tenney , ed., An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome, Vol. V 
(Baltimore, 1940), p. 304, 
5ifenry George , 1'How Modern Civil izations May Decl ine , 11 Progress and 
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The Theory of Economics does not furnish a body of settled concl usions 
immediat ely appli cable to policy. I t is a method rather than a doctrine, 
an apparatus of the mind, a technique of thinking, which helps jts possessor 
to dra~ conclusions. It is not difficult in the sense in which mathematical 
and scientific techniques are difficult; but the fact that its modes of 
expression are much less precise than t hese renders decidedli difficult 
the t ask of conveying it correctly to the minds of learners. 
An understandi ng of economics according to Mr. Keynes' definition 
would probably correct the situation that appeared to worry Mr. George in 
1879. If one considers the jncrease in public educatjon in the last 
sevent y- five years , he m1ght assume that t he problem of overcoming eco-
nomic ignorance is solved. This problem, hov1ever , has not been solved. 
As l ate as 1948 t he Cooperative St udy of General Educati on, involving 828 
college freshmen i n twelve colleges , report ed the followi ng: 
The greatest defi ci ency i n social knowledge tends to occur in the field 
of economics. Student s are defici ent in economic understanding in a was 
which indicates that t hi s one of the social sciences needs more attention 
and more efficient i nstruct ional techniques in the,trogram of general 
social studies education that at present prevails. 
The need for better economic education is a serious problem. Much 
more information is needed concerning the status of economic education 
at the present t ime. This study is designed to contribute informatjon 
concerning economic education as it relates to certain phases of education 
a t Okl ahoma State University. 
6John Maynard Keynes , nintroduction , 11 !h2, Series ££. Cambridge Economic 
Handbooks , quoted in A. P. Hess, R. E. Gallman , John P. Rice , and Carl 
St ern , Outside Readings in Economics (New York , 1951) , p. xvi. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PROCEDURE 
The study is designed to answer the question: Does the economic 
education of the teachers make a difference in the number of basic areas 
of economic understanding taught by them? In order to ans'Wer this ques-
tiori. the invest:i gator formulated a. specific hypothesi a, defined a 
population, and designed a questionnaire. Thi s chapter descri bes the 
I 
specific hypothesis, t he populat j on questioned, the procedure used i n 
the construction and use of the questionnaire, and the design for testing 
the hypo thesis. 
Spec i fic Hypothese s Te sted 
The following general hypothesis was to be t ested : The economic 
education of the t eachers does no t affec t t he number of basic areas of 
economic understanding taught. 
Thi s hypothesi s is r edefined in terms of fi f ty specifi c null hypot h-
esee. No difference wi l l be found in the number of economic areas 
taught by the following groups of t ea chers: 
A. Teachers who teach in the primary grade s when 
1. the group of teachers that has had no courses in economics is 
compared 1,Ji th the group that has had Elements of Economics only. 
2. the grqup of tea_chers t hat has had no course s in economics is 
compared with the group that has had three hours of Principles 
o.f Economics only. 
11 
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J. the group of t eachers that has had Elements of Economics i s compared 
wtth the group t hat has had t hree hours of Principles of Economics 
only . 
B. Teachers who teach i n the i nt ermediate grades when 
1. t he group of teachers that has had no courses in economics is 
compared wi t h the group t hat has had Elements of Economics only. 
2. t he group of t eachers t hat has had no courses in economi cs is 
compared vJith t he group t hat has had three hours of Pri nciples 
of Economics only. 
3. t he group of teacher s t hat has had no courses in economics is 
compared -with t he group t hat has had s:ix hours of Principles 
of Economics only. 
4. t he group of teachers t hat has had El ements of Economics is 
compared with t he group t hat has had six hour s of Pr inciples 
of Economic s only . 
5. t he group of teachers t hat has had Elements of Economics is 
compared with t he group that has had six hours of Princ.iples 
of Economics only •. 
6. t he group of teachers that has had t hr ee hours of Principles of 
Economics only i s compar ed vJ i t h t he group t hat has had six. 
hours of Pr i nciples of Economics only . 
C. Teachers who t each in junior high school -when 
1. t he gr oup of t eacherB that has had no courses i n economics is 
compared with the group t hat has had Elements of Economics only. 
2. t he group of teachers that has had no courses in economics is 
compared with t he group that has had t hree hours of Principles 
of Economics only • 
.3 . t he group of t eachers t hat has had no courses in economics is 
compared with the group t hat has had six hou s of Pr inciples 
of Economics only. 
4. t he group of teacher s that has had no c:ourses in ec.onomics is 
compared with the gro.up that has had more t han six hours of 
economics. 
5. the group of t eacher s t hat has had Elements of Economics only 
is compar ed with t he group t hat has had t hree hours of Principl es 
of Economics only. 
6. the group of t eachers t hat has had Elements of Econonrl.cs only 
i s comoared with the Q' I'OUD th ::tt h a A h,qr'l ~i Y h rm ,../:1 n i~ P-r-l n r>i TilAi:i 
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7. t he gr oup of teachers t hat has had Elements of Economics only i s 
compared wit h the group t hat has had more t han si x hours of eco-
nomics. 
8. t he group of teachers t hat has had three hours of Principles of 
Economics only is ' compaTeg wi th the group ' that has had six 'hours 
of Principles of Economics only . 
9. the group of teachers that has had three hours of Principles of 
Economics only is compared with t he group that has had more than 
six hours of economics . 
10. t he group of teachers t hat has had six hours of Pr i nciples of 
Economi cs only i s compared vii t h t he group t hat has had more 
t han six hour s of economics . 
D. Teachers who teach i n hi gh school when 
1. t he group of teacher s t hat has had no courses in economi cs is 
compar ed with t he group that has had Elements of Economi cs on]s . 
2. t he group of teachers that has had no course s in economi cs is 
compared wit h the gr oup t hat has had t hree hours of Principle s 
of Economics only . 
3. t he gr oup of t eachers t hat has had no courses in economics i s 
compared wi t h the gr oup t hat has had six hours of Principles of 
Economics only. 
4. t he gr oup of teachers t hat has had no courses in economics is 
compared with the gr oup that has had more than six hours of 
economics. 
5. t he group of teachers that has had Elements of Economics on]s 
is compared wi th t he group that has had three hours of Principles 
of Economics only. 
6. t he group of teache r s that has had Elements of Economics only i s 
compared wi t h the group t hat has had six hours of Princ i ples of 
Economics only. 
7. the group of teache r s t hat has had Elements of Economics only i s 
compared with t he group t hat has had more t han six hours of eco-
nomics . 
8 .. t he group of teachers t hat ha s had Elements of Economics only is 
compared ~ith the group that ha s had more t han six hours of 
agricultural economics. 
f 
9. t he group of teachers t hat has had t hree hours of Principl es of 
Economi cs on]s i s compared wit h the group t hat has had six hours 
of Pr i ncipl es of Economi cs only . 
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10. the group of teaches t hat has had t hree hours of Principle s of 
Economics only is compared with the group that has had more than 
six hours of economics. 
11. the group of teachers that has had three hours of Principles 
of Economics only is compared with the group that has had more 
than six hours of agricultural economics. 
12. the group of teachers that has had six hours of Principles of 
Economics only is compared with the group that has had more 
tha.n six hours of economics . 
13. the group of teachers that has had six hours of Principles of 
Economics only is compared with the group that has had more 
t han si x hours of agricultural economics. 
14. the group of teachers that has had more than six hours of eco-
nomics is compared with t he group that has had more tha.n six 
hours of agricultural economics. 
E. Th.at gr oup of teachers having had no course s i n economics when the 
group of teachers i n 
1. primary grades (1- 3) is compared wi t h t he group i n intermediate 
grades (4-8) . 
2. junior hi gh school (7-9) grades i s compared with t he group in 
the high school (9-12). 
F. That group of teachers having had Elements of Economics only when 
t he group of teachers in 
1. primary grades (1-3) is compared with the group in intermediate 
grades (4-8). 
2. intermediate grades (4-8) is compared with the group in the 
junior high school (7-9). 
J. junior high school (7-9) is compared with the group in the high 
school (9-12). 
G. That group of t eachers havi ng had three hours of Principles of Eco-
nomics only when t he gr oup of teachers in the 
1. primary gr ades (1-3) i s compared with the group i n t he i nter-
mediate grades (4-8) , 
2. intermediat e gr ades (4-8) is compared with t he group i n the 
junior high school (7-9). 
3. intermediate ~rades (l.-8 ) is comoared with t he ~rouo in t he hi 2h 
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4. junior high school (7-9) is compared with the group in the high 
school (9-12) . 
H. That group of teachers having had six hours of Principles of Economics 
only when the group of t eachers in 
1. intermediate grades (4-8) is compared with t he group in the 
junior hi gh school (7-9). 
2. intermediate grades (4-8) is compared with t he group in the 
hi gh school (9-12). 
3. junior high school (7-9) is compared with the group in the high 
school (9-12). 
I . That group of teachers having had more than six hours of economics 
when the group of teachers in the 
1. junior high school (7-9) is compared with t he group in the 
hi gh school (9-12) . 
J. That group of t eacher s teaching social st udies when the group of 
t eachers having had 
1 . Element s of Economi cs only is compared with t he group having had 
three hours of Principles of Economics only. 
2. Elements of Economi cs only plus those having had t hree hours of 
Princi ples of Economics only i s compared wi t h the group having 
had six hours of Principles of Economics only. 
K. That group of teachers teaching busine ss (typewriting and shorthand 
not included) when the group having had 
1. s i x hours of Principles of Economics only is compared with the 
group having had more than six hours of economics. 
L. That group of teachers teaching business (typewri ting and shorthand 
not i ncluded) is compared with the group of teachers teaching social 
st udies when 
1 . all t he group s teachi ng business is compared with all the groups 
teachi ng social st udies. 
2 . the gr oups of teacher s with six or more hours of economics are 
compared . 
M. That group of teachers teachi ng social studies i s compar ed with t he 
group of t eachers teachi ng communi cat i on arts when 
1. al l t he gr oups t eaching social st udies i s compar ed with all t he 
gr oups teac hi ng communicat ion art s . 
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N. That group of teachers teaching business is compared with the group 
of teachers teaching vocational agriculture when 
1. all the groups teaching business is compared with all the groups 
teaching vocational agriculture. 
The Population 
The study included those teachers who have been graduated from Okla-
homa State University and who received Oklahoma Teaching Certificates in 
the school years 1955-56 and 1956-57. This defined a population that would 
probably have current addresses for mailing purposes and current expe-
riences in teaching for reporting purposes . This population had the 
further advantage of being such recent graduates that the economics 
course s t hey had studied would not have been greatly changed by the Uni-
versi ty professors teaching t he courses. 
A careful count indi cated that 696 graduates during the 1955-56 
and 1956-57 school years were known to have been qualified to teach. Of 
t his group 371 received teaching certificates f rom the Oklahoma State Board 
of Education. Out of this group of 371, 73 were either known to be non-
teachers or had left no address ot her than a University address . Since 
most of this latter group appeared to be young married women , it may be 
a ssumed that they too were non-teachers because of their family duties. 
The questi onnaires were sent to a f inal group of 298 graduates . 
The uestionnaire 
The purpo se of t he questionnaire was to accumulate information that 
could be used in the evaluation of t he economic education of Oklahoma 
State Univer sity graduates ent ering the teaching profession. The 
accumulated dat a are to represent the considered opini on of the resporrlents 
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concerning their own teaching in the basic areas of economic education. 
The purposes above led to the establishment of certain criteria for the 
construction and use of a satisfactory instrument: 
1 . It must be economical to use. 
2. It must be usable for great numbers of people. 
3. It must reflect as nearly as possible the opinions of 
the teacher answering it. 
4, It must be basic and comprehensive. 
5. It must be valid and reliable. 
Cri teria one and two above tended to rule out the use of personal 
contact as a method of acquiring information. The mailed survey appeared 
to be t he method best suited to the criteria: i t had low cost and could 
be used with almost arry number of people. A mailed questionnaire also 
tended to minimize outside influence on the respondent. Because a mailed 
questionnaire tends to minimize the influence of the person seeking the 
answers , its validity and reliability could be more easily pre-tested with 
the evaluation groups. For these reasons a mailed questionnaire was con-
structed and used. 
The Topics in the Questionnaire 
In order that a questi onnaire serve the purpose of thjs study and be 
useful , it would have to be basic and comprehensive. These factors were 
established by t he f ol lowing procedure: 
A thorough search of the literature on economic education revealed 
t hat an excellent basic research on basic economics was done in 1956 by 
the Council fo~ Advancement of Secondary Education . This was a Study 2!l 
Economic Educat i on entitled 11Key Understandings in Economics . " It 
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represents the views of "some 2,000 competent leaders of the major groups 
in the economy. 111 'l'h.e compiling of the "Composite List" was done by a 
committee of six people, all highly competent people in economics or 
economic education. 2 The validation and evaluation were done by a group 
of 1,045 judges representative of the six pertinent economic and profes-
sional segments of the economy: farmers, businessmen, labor leaders, 
economists, educators, and high school teachers of economics.3 It is 
assumed the reliability must have been high with six different people 
coding 10,000 topics over a period of five weeks.
4 
Thus the study was 
basic, comprehensive, and carefully prepared as a basis for further work. 
It was the best available basis for a study of the basic areas of economic 
understandings. 
The first draft of the schedule of topics that was to be the basis 
of the questionnaire (hereafter referred to a s the schedule and upon the 
completion, the questionnaire) was based on the main categories of the 
"Composite Evaluated List of Basic Economic Topics, " pages 14 to 19, in 
Key Understandings. The use of these ma.in categories made a questionnaire 
that was short , comprehensive, and easily handled. 
The first trial run indicated that each section was so brief that 
those who had no economics and those who had a sound economic background 
were confused. The first group did not know to what the schedule referred . 
l council for Advancement of Secondary Education, "Key Understandings 
in Economics , " Study .QD Economic Education (Washington 6, D. c., 1956) , 
p O 1.3 . 
2Ibid. , p . 8. 
3I bid. , pp. 21-26. 
4I bid., p. 10. 
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The second group had had enough economics to know that each topic covered 
so much that they could not give a simple answer. 
On the next trial run each topic had been carefully expanded until 
it made sense by being more complete. The results of this run indicated 
that it had become too complicated for many people to read and understand. 
Furthermore, it was still difficult for those with sound economic back-
grounds to give a simple answer. The attempt to use the fourteen main 
categories was dropped. 
The next schedule constructed v1as based on the first forty-seven 
. 5 topics of the rank order list of the judges' ratings. This was to be 
considered the absolute minimum for ordinary economic understanding. The 
trial run on this indicated several weaknesses 1,,1hich had been more or less 
anticipated: the topics were technical and the schedule was long. 
One could argue that, if a teacher could not understand economic terms, 
he was not teaching economics. This line of reasoning was generally 
accepted by professional economists but seemed unacceptable to non-
economists. These two differences of opinion continued to appear, and the 
final draft was a compromise between these two views. It was anticipated, 
however , that these schedules would be going out to all groups of teachers 
with all variations of backgrounds. For this last reason the schedule was 
f inally considered too techni cal. 
The schedule had one additional weakness , which was very serious: 
it was no t comprehensive. I t left out too many items that would appear 
to be very e ssential, such as the "size and growth of the population," 
"busines s organizat ion , 11 ."ki .nds and f unctions of money," "budge t ing : 
5 Ibid., p. 27. 
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person, family," and many others out of the eighty-eight listed. 
The next schedule constructed was a schedule of the full 102 topics. 
'?hie time the problem ot technically accurate terminology on the om hand 
and oversimplification on the other hand was solved by a compromise. No 
item was rejected by either economists or non-economi sts as being com-
pletely unsuitable. Any adjustments ms.de were effected for greater sim-
plicity on the theory that "understanding" was of primary importance. 
On the assumption that people would sooner read and better understand 
mal\V simple words than a few technical~ complex words, each topic was 
reworded and simplified if i t were at all possible. Some of the topics 
were regrouped and some were separated until the result totaled 98 
topics. 
Dr. H.J. Bienvenu of the Joint Counci l on Economic Education had 
suggested that the Illinois Council on Economi c Education , working with 
the Joint Council on Economic Education, had prepared an Economic~ 
~6 veI7 similar to this l ast schedule of topics. A detailed comparison 
was made. The two 'Were vecy simi l ar . As a result of t hi s comparison, 
the schedule was rearranged i n order t hat the topics in the schedule 
would corre~pond to the major subtopi cs of the Inventon:. This \.lould 
give the schedule 102 topics to be evaluated in place of the original 9S 
topics. The increase in the number of topics was not enough to increase 
the number of pages in the questionnaire. The advantage was this: the 
responses to the schedule could now be compared somewhat directly with 
the responses to the Illinois Inventory, and the studies would be some-
what coordinated on the national l evel. With this decision, the topics 
6ruinois Council on Economic Education, InventorY of Economic 
Understanding (Evanston, Illinois, or New York). --
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in t he schedule were determined, After this, several trial runs were made 
wi t h a class of graduate students in order to get the best combination of 
simplicity and completeness in each topic statement. 
The Evaluation Scale 
The eval uation scale for each topic was another problem that required 
many trial runs before a satisfactory scale was devised, A good scale 
should be easy to understand, easy to score, and easy to read. At the 
same time, to reflect the opinion of the scorer, it should require thinking 
by the scorer before being scored. 
A cont i nuum scale of any sort has a tendency to be filled in the 
middle , This is particularly true if the scorer is busy , uninterested, 
or hurr ied. Us i ng a one-to-five scale appears to accentuate t his tendency 
because of the number three being in the middle. As a result of this and 
several trial runs, the following scale was devised: 
NOT AT ALL • •• , •• none, or as far as you can remember, none . 
MENTIONED IT. 
PARTIALLY 
. • mentioned incidentally, in reference to 
other material, or as a passing comment. 
planned as part of your regular work but 
not investigated deeply or to any great 
extent. 
THOROUGHLY . , •• , • very well for the grade and ability of 
your pupils, spent considerable time and 
effort investigating t he topic. 
This scale has several advant ages : 
Fj rst, i t has only four choices. 
Second, i t has words that appear to have meaning to most of the 
people i n t he t rial runs . There was very l i ttle confusion as to what 
each scorer thought it meant in his own mind. 
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Third , it has flexibility. For those people who believe that eco-
nomics is either understood and taught well or not understood and not 
taught, NOT AT ALL and MENTIONED IT could be classified as "not teach-
ing" economics. PARTIALLY and THOROUGHLY were graduations of "having 
taught" economics. It becomes, in effect, a "yes" and "no" scale. 
For those who beliewd that any jnformation is better than none and that 
people do learn some economics by merely hearing economic ideas mentioned 
incidentally, the NOT AT ALL is the only "not-taught" category. There 
is a tendency for the professional economist to be in the first group 
and the non-economist in the latter group. In thi s study NOT AT ALL and 
MENTIONED IT are regarded as not having taught the concept. PARTIALLY 
and THOROUGHLY are regarded as having taught. This method had the fur-
t her advantage of balancing an.y tendency to score one of the middle two 
i t ems. 
Fourth, it can be arranged in a continuum. 
Fifth, it can be arranged very conveniently to the immediate right 
of each topic. This appears to remove much of the confusion concerning 
which scale to use and how to use it. 
Sixth, it is easily transferred to an IBM. 
The Covering Letter 
The covering letter (the letter accompanying the questionnaire) is 
t he product of numerous revisions resulting from trial runs and sugges-
t i ons f r om the evaluation groups . It is organized according t o the r ules 
of a good sales letter and has incorporated the pertinent suggestions 
from basic sources listed in the bibliography. The letter had the same 
.J.._.1_, -·--- _ . .J.L.L .L.1 - - -- - - ---··-- -- .L.l-- --1..-.-.-l .... ,_ 
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The Evaluatjon Groupe 
In addition to the committee members and the University specialists 
in statistics and surveys, f our main groups were used as evaluation groups 
in the construction of the questionnaire as well as the study. The main 
formal group was a graduate seminar composed of men and women working in 
various doctoral programs. About half of t hi s group was secondary school 
administrators or teachers. The others were teachers in higher education. 
The second main group was an informal group composed of wives of 
college students l i ving in "Veterans' Village ," a University hous ing area 
for married students. These two above groups were particularly candid in 
their opinions. 
The t hird group was composed of individuals from a senior class in 
teaching methods . This group was particularly valuable in answering 
specific questions. 
The last group was composed of the faculty members of the Cushing, 
Oklahoma, Public Schools and the Temple, Oklahoma, Public Schools. This 
group was used only once; before t he questionnaire was printed in its 
final form, a test run was made with all of these people completing the 
f orms. A few mjnor changes were made as a result of thejr suggestions. 
Superintendent Will jam Carr of Cushing was part icularly hel,ful because 
he used the questionnaire a s the basis of a faculty discussion and returned 
notes of the vari ous comments. 
The Mai l ing Procedure 
The questionnaire was mailed to all 1956 and 1957 graduates from 
Oklahoma State University who received Okl ahoma Teaching Certificates 
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and were not identified positively as non-teachers. This final mailing 
population of 298 graduates received the questionnaires and, unless some 
word was returned, all of the follow-ups. 
The first follow-up was a card mailed about two weeks after the first 
letter. The first letter (with the questionnaire) and the first follo-w-
up, a card, were mailed so that the addressee would receive it on the 
weekend. This survey competed with all the end-of-school reports; so 
timing was very important. The results of the two mailings were satis-
factory, since 56 per cent was returned at the end of three weeks . The 
t hird follow-up was the original letter with the questionnaire attached. 
Noted across t he top in longhand was this: "ln case you misplaced t he 
other copy" and signed with the initials "K. H." 
Once t he total mailing-population was complete, the names were 
placed on cards, arranged alphabetically, and numbered. This number was 
the only identification placed on the return envelope. As the returns 
came and were opened, the cards were taken from the original list and 
placed in the "returned list." Mo st of the cards were further identified 
by the area in which the addressee received his teaching certificate or 
the department from which he received his major studies . A record was 
kept of the mailing from which the returns appeared to be a response. 
This was necessary in order to determine whether a fourth follow-up would 
be necessary . The chi-square te st was used to de termine whether there 
was a significant difference when the various mailings were compared to 
r et urns f rom t he (1 ) variou s colleges, (2) school levels , and (3) amounts 
of economi c education. There was no significant difference; so it was 
assumed that the returns were in similar proportions. Any further r eturns 
would not change the conclusions and would be time-consuming and costly . 
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The Procedure for Analysis of the Data 
If a study is to be understood, it must be written in terms that 
nake sense to the readers. The sentiment in the Evaluation Groups 
~ppeared to be that statistical studies are complicated. Many ex-
pressed an immediate suspicion of any report in statistical terms. With 
this in mind , the investi gator used . only the simplest of statistics. 
Discussions with Dr. Carl Marshal, Director of the Statistical La.b-
)ratory, and Dr. John Hamblen, Director of the IBM Computing Center, led 
to the selection of chi-square as the best choice. Statistically, it was 
satisfactory and, in this study, simple. 
Most of the people in the Evaluation Groups could tmderstand this 
idea. If there is no difference between two groups in the way they 
!lnswer questions, then the answers they give should be in proportion to 
the people in the groups. They also understood the idea that there could 
be chance variations in the groups; and even though the results were 
3lightly different, this difference was not important. 
Thus the chi-square test of independence was selected. This test is 
1 test to determine whether two groups differ to the extent that they are 
independent groups and not chance variations in one group. Furthermore, 
this test was limited to the use of a two-fold classificati0n. The use 
)f a 112 x 211 table has several advantages : 
1. I t i s easy to understand; that is, the statistics involved 
are not complicated . 
2. The relationships are easy to see. One group is obviously 
being compared with the other. 
3. All the tables will have one degree of freedom , and chi- squares 
at the various levels of significance will be the same for 
each t est : 1.8l at the Si level : 6.6l. at the li level. and 
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4. The evaluation groups appeared to understand the idea that 
any chi- square value equal to or greater than t he values 
above indicated that the difference between the two groups 
was due to more than chance variations. That is, the differ-
ence is greater than one would expect from chance variations, 
and the difference probably is real. 
The computations were made on chi-square worksheets. Each worksheet 
tested one hypothesis . The hypotheses were tested in the same order as 
t hey are listed in the Specif ic Hypotheses to be Tested, page 11. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE FINDINCB 
The findings are reported in this chapter under three headings: 
(1) Response to the Questionnaire, (2) Characteristics of the Population, 
and (3) Interpr etation of Data. 
Section one is a brief report of the response from the population 
receiving the questionnaire and the follow- ups. 
Section two, Characteristics of the Population , is a brief descrip-
tion of t he population which responded to the questionnaire. The popula-
tion is described here in order to present a picture of the groups being 
compared in section three. 
Section three , Interpretation of Data , is the report of the chi-
square comparisons of economic concepts taught by specific groups of 
teachers. Because statistical concepts are confusing to many people, 
the secti on is introduced by an explanation of what a chi- square test 
is and how chi-square differences are interpreted . 
Re sponse to t he Questionnaire 
At t he f inal count , 168 t eachers out of 298 returned usable report s 
(approximately 57% ), and 26 teachers re t urned t he report s wit h t he state-
ment that t hey had not taught (approximately 9% ). Four teachers tel e-
phoned t hat t hey had not taught (appr oximately 1% ). Seventeen envelopes 
were r eturned wi t h the no t ation t hat the addressee had moved and l eft no 
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forvJarding address or that the addressee was unknown. Eight y-three teach-
ers (approximately 28% ) apparently received the original questionnaire 
and both follow-ups, but they did not answer . Out of these eighty-three 
unanswered questionnaires , seven were returned during the next month, too 
late to be used in the survey. Six of these last seven were from primary 
teachers who had three or fewer hours of economics; one was from a voca-
tional agriculture teacher. 
Characteristics of the Population 
Most of the primary-grade teachers , those teaching in grades one 
through three , had been enrolled i n the Col lege of Education and the 
College of Home Economics. With t he exception of t hree out of twent y-
nine, two special i zing in social studies and one in the communication 
arts , the primary teachers tend to teach all courses . 
A majority of the intermediate-grade teachers, those teaching in 
grades four through six, had been enrolled in the College of Education . 
A large minority had been enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
I n t he intermediate grades there were twenty-three teachers reporting. 
These t eachers were about evenly divided between tho se teaching all 
courses and t hose teaching special areas. About a half of the inter-
mediate teachers had had no economics. 
The t eachers i n the junior high school level , grades seven through 
nine , were graduated f rom f our different col l eges : thi r teen f rom the 
Col lege of Education , six f r om t he Col lege of Art s and Sciences , and 
t wo each from the Col l ege of Busi ness and the College of Home Economics. 
Out of t he twent y-three on the junior high school level , twelve had no 
economi cs , and t wo had over si x hours of economics . 
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The teachers in the high school group differed from t he above groups 
in some respects: the ninety-three teachers reported degrees from all 
six colleges in the University. The College of Agriculture had graduated 
twenty-five; the College of Arts and Sciences , twenty-one; the College of 
Business, eight; the College of Educatjon, twenty-two; the College of 
Home Economics, sixteen; and the College of Engineering , four. As far 
as the formal economic education of this group of teachers is concerned , 
twenty-eight out of the ninety-three had no economics courses ; twenty-
three had over six hours of agricultural economics; sixteen had six or 
more hours of economics. There were fifty-four teachers with three or 
fewer hours of formal training in economics. 
In the area of courses composed of the communications, mathematics 
and sciences, and social studies are found the courses common to all 
high school pupils, regardless of the currjculum they take. In t his 
area, many people feel, economic education should be taught. Forty-
six teachers reported that they taught in one of these areas. Twenty-
nine out of forty-six reported degrees from the College of Education and 
twelve from the College of Arts and Sciences. The forty-six teachers 
reported teaching: eight reported teaching social studies in the first 
six grades; two reported teaching the communication arts in the first 
six grades; ten reported teaching in junior high school; and twenty-six 
reported teaching in high school. When the formal economic educat ion of 
t hese forty- six teachers who teach in the areas common to all high school 
st udents is considered, twenty-two, or about a half , have had no eco-
nomics courses . 
Explanation of Tests for Hypotheses 
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on t he basis that , if the two groups were to anSvJer a set of questions 
with the same answers, the difference between the two groups, when tested 
by chi-square, would be zero. That is, there would be no difference be-
tween t he groups. For example, assume that two panels usually answered 
familiar questions identically. In one test, however, they had to guess 
at all the answers. The chance is very unlikely that the answers would 
be the same ; there would very likely be some differences, and one group 
could have a higher score. This difference could be due to chance varia-
tions in the way anSvJers were selected. At the next time the two panels 
guessed at the answers the results might be reversed, and the other group 
would have the higher score. The chi-square value of significance takes 
these chance variations into consideration. 
An illustration of a difference between two scores that is not 
significant is in chi-square Table D, 1, in Appendix B, page 66. In this 
illustration one group of twenty-eight teachers who had no formal eco-
nomics education reported teaching a total of 277 economic concepts. 
Another group of ten teachers who had three semester hours of Elements 
of Economics reported teaching a total of 113 economic concepts. The 
question to be anSvJered by the use of chi-square was this ~ are the 
two t otals (227 and 113) signjficantl y different? The computed chi-
square value i s 1.58. The 5% chi-squa e level of significance is 3.84. 
Therefore it can be said that the difference in the number of economic 
concepts taught by the two groups of teachers is not significant at 
t he 5% l evel. That is, a chi-square difference as small as 1.58 could 
have come fro m chance variations, and there is probably no real differ-
ence be t ween the two groups. 
A chi- square di fference of 3. 84 is said to have signi ficance at the 
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five per cent level. That is, a difference that large could occur through 
chance five per cent of the time or once in every twenty trials. A chi-
square difference of 6. 64 is said to be significant at the one per cent 
(1%) level. That is, there is only one chance in a hundred that a differ-
ence that large would occur from chance variations. The one-tenth per 
cent (.1%) chi-square value is 10.83. That is, there is only one chance 
in a thousand that a difference that large would occur from chance varia-
tions , and the difference must be due to factors other than chance. The 
greater the difference between two groups tested by chi-square, the greater 
the computed chi-square value will be, and the less chance there is that 
the difference is not a real difference. In this study the chi-square 5% 
level of 3.84 is used to determine the minimum level of significance. 
Any difference equal to this value or larger is considered significant. 
Interpretation of the Data 
The basic h ,-pothesis is that, when teachers are grouped according to 
their formal economic education there will be no significant difference in 
the number of economic concepts reported taught by each group of teachers. 
The groups used are these: teachers with no formal economics education, 
teachers with Elements of Economics only, teachers with Principles of Eco-
nomics (three semester hours only), teachers with Principle~ of Economics 
(six semester hours only), and teachers with more than six semester hours 
of economics or agricultural economics . If results indicate that there 
is a significant difference, the h.}lpothesis must be rejected. A chi-
square difference greater than 3.84, the 5% chi-square level, is consid-
ered significant. The 1% chi-square level of 6.64 and the .1% chi-square 
level of 10.83 merely indicate greater degrees of certainty that the 
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computed difference is real and not due to chance. 
In the primary grades no teacher reported six or more hours of eco-
nomics. That group of teachers having had Elements of Economics reported 
teaching significantly more concepts than either the group having had no 
economics or the group having had t hr ee hours of Principles of Economics . 
The difference is significant, and the hypothesis of no difference is 
rejected. Since, however, only three teachers reported having had no eco-
nomics, the reliability of that comparison should be questioned. Indicated 
here are the comparisons made: 
Computed 
chi-square 
Elements of Economics versus no economics 
Elements of Economics versus Principles 
. . . . 24.45 
of Economics, 3 hours . 12.23 
In the intermediate grades the groups of teachers having had eco-
nomics courses reported teaching significantly more concepts than the 
group of teachers having had no economics. The hypothesis of no differ-
ence in the number of economic concepts taught is rejected. Indicated 
here are the comparisons made (3.84 is significant) : 
No economics versus Elements of Economics 
No economics versus Principles of Economics, 
3 hol.ll'S • • . . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • 
No economics versus Principles of Economics, 






In the intermediate grades the group of teachers having had six 
hours of Pr i nciples of Economics only reported teaching significantly 
more con~epts than did either of the groups of teachers that reported 
having had only three hours of economics (Elements of Economics or 
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Principles of Economics ). The evidence i ndicates t hat t he hypothesis of 
no difference is r e j ected . Since , however , only three t eacher s reported 
having had s i x hours of Principles of Economics , the reliabil i ty of t he 
comparisons should be questioned . Indicated here are t he comparisons 
made : 
Principles of Economi cs , 6 hours , versus 
Computed 
chi-square 
Elements of Economi cs • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 27 . 89 
Principles of Economic s , 6 hours , versus Principles 
of Economics, 3 hours ••••..... . • • .•• 40 . 95 
I n the junior hi gh school groups of teachers having had eco-
nomics reported teaching significant ly more concepts t han t he gr oup that 
reported having had no economics . Result s indicate .t hat t he hypothesis 
of no differ ence in t he number of economic concepts taught is re jected. 
Only t hr ee teacher s , however , reported havi ng had t hree hours of Princi-
ples of Economics , and only two teacher s repor ted having had over six 
hours of economics . The compari sons i nvolving these t~o groups of 
t eachers should be questioned because of t he lack of rel iability . Indi-
cated her e are t he comparisons made : 
Computed 
chi - square 
No economics ver sus Elements of Economi cs •••• • • 38 ,41 
No economics versus Pr i ncipl es of Economics , 
3 hO·llTS • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 51.08 
No economi cs versus Principles of Economi cs , 
6 hours . . . . . . • . . . . , . • . . . . . . . • 95 .90 
No economics versus over 6 hours of economics • 32.43 
When t he groups of t eacher s in t he junior hi gh school that report ed 
having had economics ar e compar ed among t hemselves on the basis of t he 
number of economic concepts they reported t eaching , ther e are no 
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signifi cant differences. Results indicate that the hypothesis of no dif-
ference is support ed. Because of the few teachers reporting having had 
three hours of Prjnciples of Economics and over six hours of economics , 
comparisons involving these two groups ought to be questioned. Indicated 
here are the comparisons made (3.84 is significant): 
Elements of Economics versus Principles of Eco-
nomics , 3 hours • • • . • • • • • . • 
Principle s of Economics, 3 hours, versus Prin-
ciples of Economics , 6 hours • •••••••• 
Principles of Economics, 6 hours, versus over 6 






At t he high school level , when the groups of teachers that reported 
having had three or fewer hours of economics are compared among them-
selves on the basis of the number of economic concepts they reported 
t eaching, there is no significant difference . Similaril.y , when the 
groups of teachers that reported having had six or more hours of eco-
nomics or agricultural economics are compared among themselves on the 
basis of the number of economic concepts they reported teaching, there 
i s no significant difference. Results in both cases indicate that the 
hypothes is of no difference is supported when the g~oups are compared 
among t hemselves. Indicated here are the comparisons made (3.84 is 
signi f i cant ): 
No economics versus Elements of Economics 
Elements of Economics versus Principles of Eco-
nomics , 3 hours • • • • • • • • • • • 
Principles of Economics, 6 hours, versus over 6 
hours of economics ••••.••.•••• 
Over 6 hours of economics versus over 6 hours of 
agricultural economic s • ••• •• •••• 
. . . 








When the groups of high school teachers that reported having had six 
or more hours of economics and those groups of high school teachers that 
reported having had three or fewer hours of economics are compared on the 
basis of the number of economic concepts each group reported teaching, 
the results indicate a significant difference. The hypothesis of no 
di fference in the number of economic concepts taught is rejected. Indi-
cated here are the comparisons made: 
No economics versus Principles of Economics, 
6 hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
No economics versus over six hours of economics 
Elements of Economics versus Principles of Eco-
nomics, 6 hours . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 
Elements of Economics versus over 6 hours of 
economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Elements of Economics versus over 6 hours of 









The number of economic concepts reported taught can vary with the 
school level as well as the economic education of the groups reporting. 
For this reason the basic hypothesis is restated: no difference will be 
found in the number of economic concepts reported taught by groups of 
teachers with the same economic education when they are grouped 
according to the school level at which they teach . These levels are 
the primary grades (1-4), intermediate grades (4-8) , j unior hi gh school 
(7-9), and high school (9-12). If there is a significant difference, 
t he hypot hesis of no difference must be rejected. A chi- square differ-
ence gr eat er than 3.84, t he 5% value, is considered to be a significant 
difference. The 1% value of 6.64 and .1% value of 10.83 merely indicate 
gr eater degrees of certainty that the difference is not due to chance. 
When teachers with no economics are grouped according to their 
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school level , the number of economic concepts reported taught by the inter-
mediate group is significantly greater than the number reported by the 
pr imary group. The hypothesis of no difference is rejected. Similarly, 
the number of economic concepts reported taught by the high school is 
signi ficantly greater than the number reported by the junior high school 
gr oup and the hypothesis is rejected. The difference in the number of 
economic concepts reported taught by the intermediate group compared to 
t he j uni or high school group is not significant, and in this case the 
hypothesis is supported. Since, however, only three teachers reported 
teaching in the primary group with no economics, the reliability should 
be questioned. I ndicated here are the comparisons made (3.84 is signif-
i cant ) : 
Primary versus intermediate .•.••• 
Intermediate versus junior high school. 




. . • . • .027 
• 15.39 
When groups of teachers with Elements of Economics only are com-
pared , the groups of teachers in the higher levels report teaching a 
significant ly greater number of economic concepts t han do the groups 
in the lower levels . The hypothesis of no difference is rejected. 
Since, however , there are only two teachers in the junior high school 
group , t he reliability should be questioned in that comparison. Indi-
cated here are the comparisons made (3.84 is significant): 
Primary versus intermediate • • •••• 
Intermediate versus junior high school • 







When the teachers with t hree hours of Principles of Economics only 
are grouped into the levels at which they reported teaching, results 
indicate that there are significant differences in the number of economic 
concept s r eported taught in one level as compared with another level. 
The hypothesis of no difference is rejected . Indicated here are the 
comparisons made : 
Primary grades versus intermediate grades 
I ntermediate gr ades versus j unior hi gh school 




. . • . 14 . 00 
. . 14.07 
When the t eachers with six hours of Princi ples of Economics only 
are groupe d int o t he levels at which t hey reported teaching , it was 
found that none of the primary teachers had reported six or more hours 
of economics . The intermediate grade group, the junior hi gh school 
group , and the high school group were compared among themselves rela-
tive to the number of economic concepts each group reported teaching. 
The results indicate that there is no significant difference in the 
number of economic concepts reported taught. The hypothesis of no 
di fference is supported. Because only t hree t eachers reported teach'ng 
intermediate grades and having had six hours of Principles of Economics, 
the reli abi l ity of t hat comparison should be questi oned . Indicated here 
are t he comparisons made (3. 84 is significarrt) : 
I nt ermediate grades versus j unior high school 





When teachers wit h mor e t han six hours of economics are grouped into 
the level s at whi ch t hey report ed t eaching, only two groups were formed: 
junior high school and hi gh school . These two groups were compared on 
t he basis of t he economic concepts they reported teaching. The results 
indicated that there i s no significant di fference in the number of eco-
nomic concept s reported taught by these two groups. The basic hypothesis 
of no di f fe rence is supported . The reliabilit y should be questioned , how-
ever, si nce onl y two teachers r eport ed at t he j unior hi gh school level. 
I ndi cated here i s t he comparison made (3 .84 i s si gnificant) : 




The opportunit y to t each economic concepts vari es considerably from 
one subject-mat t er area t o another . For t hi s reason t he basi c hypot hesi s 
i s re st at ed in order to make compar isons between subject-matter areas as 
well as withi n subject-mat ter areas. The basic hypothesjs restat ed i s 
that no difference will be found i n the number of economi c concepts re-
ported taught by di fferent groups of teachers when the teachers are grouped 
accordi ng t o the subject-matter area i n whi ch they repor t ed teaching and 
t he economic educat ion they report ed having had. 
The subj ect-matter areas being compared are those commonly referred 
t o as t he area of "general educatfon" (communi cat i on arts , mat hemati cs 
and science, and social studies ) and t he two speciali zed areas t hat are 
commonly thought of as being strong i n economic educat ion, business , 
and vocational agricul ture. I f t here i s a significant di fference , the 
hypothesis of no difference must be re j ected. A chi- square dif ference 
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difference. The 1% chi-square value of 6.64 and the .1% chi-square value 
of 10.83 merely indicate greater degrees of certainty t hat t he computed 
difference is real and not due to chance. 
Within the area of social studies two groups were identified: those 
teachers who reported having had t hree hours of economics (three hours of 
Elements of Economics or t hree hours of Principles of Economics) and t hose 
teachers who reported having had six hours of Principles of Economics. 
When the number of economic concepts reported taught by each group was 
compared, a significant difference was found: that group with six hours 
of economics reported more concepts taught. The hypothesis of no differ-
ence is rejected. Indicated here is the comparison made : 
Elements of Economics plus Principles of Eco-
nomics, 3 hours, versus Principles of Eco-
Computed 
chi-square 
nomics, 6 hours • • • • . • . • • • • • • . • • • • 70. 55 
When the number of economi c concepts reported taught by business 
teachers (typing and shorthand teachers not included) was compared with 
the number of economic concepts report ed by the social studies teachers, 
the results indicated no significant difference . The hypothesis of no 
difference is supported. Indicated here is the comparison made (3.84 
i s significant ) : 
Computed 
chi-square 
Business versus social studies ••• . •..•. • • • 1 .47 
When that group of t eachers who reported having had six or more 
hours of economics courses and who teach business (t yping and shorthand 
not included) are compared wi t h that group of teachers who reported 
having had si x or more hours of economics courses and who t each social 
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studies , there is no significant difference in the number of economic 
concepts r eported taught by each group. The hypothesis of no difference 
in the number of economic concepts taught is supported. Indicated here 
is the comparison made (3.84 is significant): 
Computed 
chi-square 
Business versus social studies • • • • . . . . . • • .135 
When the number of economic concepts reported taught by social stud-
ies teachers is compared with the number of economic concepts reported 
taught by teachers in the communication art s , the results indicate a 
significant difference. Social studies groups repor t ed teaching signif-
i cantly more concepts. The hypothesis of no diff erence in the number 
of economic concepts taught is rejected. Indicated here is the compar-
ison made : 
Computed 
chi-square 
Social studies versus communication arts •••.•• 216.53 
When the number of economic concepts reported taught by business 
teachers (typing and shorthand not included) is compared with the number 
of economic concepts reported taught by vocational agriculture teachers, 
the results indicate no significant difference. The hypothesis of no 
difference i s supported. I ndi cated here is the comparison made (J.84 
is s i gnificant ): 





SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The problem of developing economic understanding in a democracy is 
vital and complicated. I t involves the development of economic under-
standing by every American citizen. If it is essential for every citi-
zen to have economic understanding, it is probably the duty of the 
teachers i n the American education system to insure an adequate eco-
nomic education. This the teachers can do only if t hey themselves are 
adequately prepared. 
The problem of the adequate preparation of t eachers at Oklahoma State 
University has resulted i n a constantly developing curricula for teachers . 
One of t hese developments in the area of economic education is a terminal 
course in economics entitled "Elements of Economics 2.33. 11 It is a three-
semester-hour course designed for those prospective teachers who will 
take no more courses in economics. Thi s course is one of several choices 
that prospective teachers can make as a basic course in economics. For 
this reason the following problem was investigat ed: Does the economic 
education of the teachers who have been graduated from Oklahoma State 
University during the school years 1955-56 and 1956-5? and -who received 
/ 
Oklahoma teaching certificates make a difference in the number of basic 
areas of economic understanding taught by them': 
The study was designed to contribute i nformation concerni ng the 
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effectiveness of instruction in the economic education of teachers. With 
t his purpose in view, the investigator tested t he following general 
hypothesis : t he formal economic education of the teachers does not 
affect t he number of basi c areas of economic understanding taught. This 
general hypothesis was then redefined in terms of fifty specific null 
hypothesis to be tested. 
In order to procure the information necessary to test the fifty hypoth-
eses, the i nve stigator constructed a questionnaire of 102 specific topics, 
or concepts, basic to economic understanding. Thi s questionnaire was 
used as t he tool to acquire the opinion of each teacher concerning the 
economic concepts taught by him. Based on the data secured , chi- square 
t est s were used t o de t ermi ne whether there were significant differences 
in the number of economic concepts taught when gr oups of teachers are 
compared on the basis of their formal economic education. 
The population to be tested was t hat group of teachers who had been 
gr aduated f rom Oklahoma State University and who had received Oklahoma 
teaching certificates in 1956 and 1957. This group would tend to have 
current addresses for mailing purposes and recent experiences for accu-
rate repor t i ng of the economic concepts t hey taught . This group had 
the f urther advantage of bei ng r ecent students, and the various economics 
courses they st udied would not have changed beyond the abi lities of the 
Universi t y profe ssor s to evaluate the courses on the basis of t he find-
i ngs of t his study . 
The f indin s indicate that the economic education of t he teacher 
does make a di f ference in the number of economic concepts taught. 
In t he pri mary grades the teachers were class i fied i nto three groups: 
a group havi ng had no formal economics education, a group having had a 
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three-semester-hour course in Elements of Economics, and a group having 
had a three-semester-hour course in Principles of Economics. There was 
a significant difference among the three groups, and that group having 
had Elements of Economics reported the largest number of economic con-
cepts taught. 
In t he intermediate grades the teachers were classified into four 
groups : a group having had no formal economic education, a group having 
had t hree semester hours of Elements of Economics, a group having had 
three semester hours of Principles of Economics , and a group having had 
si x semester hours of Pri nciples of Economics. Any one of t he groups 
having had a course in economics reported teaching significantly more 
concepts than the group with no economics education. The group with six 
hours of Principles of Economics reported teaching significantly more 
concepts than did either the group with Elements of Economics or the 
group with three hours of Principles of Economics . 
In the junior high school , as in the intermediate grades, the groups 
of teachers having had economics courses each reported teaching signif-
icantly more concepts than did the group with no formal economics educa-
tion . In t he junior high school, however, it appears to make little 
di fference whether teachers have t hree hours or six hours of economics 
courses. 
In the hi gh school there was no significant difference among the 
groups of teachers with three or fewer semester hours of economics edu-
cat i on. Simi larly t here was no signi f icant difference among t he ~ups 
of teacher s with six or more hou s of economics or agricult ural economics 
courses . When, howev r, any one of the groups with three or fewer hours 
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more hours of economics or agricultural economics courses, there was a 
significant difference in the number of economic concepts taught. Those 
groups of teachers with six or more hours of economics or agricultural 
economics courses reported significantly more concepts taught. 
There is probably a relationship between grade levels and concepts 
taught that would affect the reporting of the ntunber of concepts t aught. 
Indicated below is the influence of grade level when the economics educa-
t i on of the teacher is held constant: 
When the fifty- four teachers who reported having had no formal eco-
nomics education are compared by school level, the group of teachers in 
intermediate grades (grades 4-8) reported teaching significantly more 
concepts than did the group of teachers in the primary grades (grades 1-4); 
and t he group of teachers in the high school level (grades 9-12) reported 
teaching significantly more concepts than did the group of teachers in 
the junior high school level (grades 7-9). There ~as no significant 
difference in the number of economic concepts reported taught by the 
teachers in the intermediate group compared with t he junior high school 
group. 
When the twenty-five teachers who reported having had Elements of 
Economics only are compared by school level , the total economic concepts 
reported taught by the primary grades teachers is not signiiicantly 
different from the total reported by the teachers at the intermediate 
grade level. When the total concepts reported t aught by each of the 
gr oup s of teachers in the intermediate grade level, the junior high school 
level , and the high school level are compared among themsel ves , there is 
a significant difference among the three levels: the group at the hi gh 
school l evel reported the most concepts taught, and the group at the 
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int ermediate l evel the l east . 
Whe n the forty-one teac hers who repor ted having had t he three-
semest er-hours of Pr inciples of Economics only are compared by school 
level, the teachers i n t he higher school levels reported teaching signif-
icantly more concepts than the groups of teachers in any of the lower 
l evels: high school teachers reported more than junior high school 
t eachers; junior high school teachers more than intermediate grade teach-
er s ; and i ntermediate grades teachers more than pr imary grades teachers . 
When t hose t eachers who report ed having had six-semester-hours of 
Principles of Economics only are compared by t he school l evel at which 
t hey teach , t her e i s no signi f i cant difference i n t he total number of 
economic concepts r eported t aught in each of the levels: i ntermediate 
grades l evel, junior hi gh school level, and the hi gh school level. 
When the seven teacher s who reported having had more t han s i x hours 
of economics education are compared by school level , there i s no s igni f-
i cant difference i n the number of economic concepts reported when the 
tot al in the junior high school level is compared to that total in the 
hi gh school level. 
Recommendations for Further Consideration 
As a result of the study, evidences of possibl e relatio"ships not 
direc t ly r elated t o t he study appeared . The possibilities that were 
sugge sted by the study are i mportant and deserve a place in further 
considerations of e conomi c educat i on: 
1. I t is possible t hat a s i x- semest er- hour course in Elements of 
Economi cs fo r teachers viould be more useful than t he pr esent six- semester-
hours of Pr i nciples of Economics . 
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2 . It is possible that the teachers in vocational agriculture would 
profit f rom a six-hour course in agricultural economics designed especially 
for agriculture teachers. 
3. It is possible that the greatest improvement in economics educa-
tion in high school would come from the requirement that all teachers 
teaching courses in social studies areas have six hours of economics. 
4. It is possible that economics education in high school would be 
improved if teachers i n mathematics and sciences were required to have at 
l east three semester hours of economic education. 
5. It is possible that school systems desiring an in-service program 
of economi c education could use the questionnaire as a means of arousing 
interest as well as an outline of subject areas to be studied . 
6. It is possible t hat the questionnai re could be used as an 
instrument to evaluate t he effectiveness of the complete program of 
formal in-service economic education. 
7 . It is possible that the questionnaire could be used as t he basis 
of a study of all the Universi ty courses that contribute to economic edu-
cation. Students in each class could be asked this question: As the 
result of having taken this course, how well do you think you could teach 
each of these economic concepts? The instructors of each of t hese courses 
would then be asked t his que stion: As the result of having ~aken this 
cour se , how well do you think your students should be able to teach these 
concepts? 
8. I t i s possible that the questionnaire could be used as the basis 
of a study of an entire school system in order t o l ocate economic areas 
omitted or not st ressed sufficiently . 
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APPENDIX A 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE WITH THE COVERING LETTER 
AND THE FIRST FOLLOW-UP 
' O KLAHO I>,fA ST ATE UNIVERSITY 
OLI. CCE Of' E uUCATION 
STILLWATER 
ll l'\Rl~I ENT OF EDUCATION 
Dear 
Young people are acquiring a certain amount of economic understanding. We, 
as educators , are not sure how or where this economic understanding is ac-
quired . 
The attached questionnaire is an attempt to discover the levels at whi ch certain 
economic concept s are· b eing taught in our schools . Your cooperation is ne ces-
sary if this rather important study is to be completed. Similar s t udies are being 
conducted in other stat e s. It will take about fifteen minutes of your time. 
You were selected bec a use of your teaching field. It is necess a r y t o have repre-
sentative opinions from all grades and from all teaching areas or fields . Simi-
lar form s are being sent to other of your classmates of Oklahoma State University 
of 1956 and 1957 . This should give us a reliable picture of one aspect of present -
day economic education. 
Will you help by indicating your professional opini on and returning the question-
naire? Your i m medi ate response is necessary if this study is t o be completed. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely yours, 
Kenneth Hillier 
DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE 11\'VENT ORY 
Wheu y ou hav e c hecked the necessary items to the r i ght and on the followi ng s h e ets, 
ret urn t he forms i n t he enclosed envelope . (If you have not taught, please r eturn 
t he fo rms. ) 
T his que stionnai r e h as b e en d e signe d to accomplish several purposes: 
1. When the form i s r e t ur ned , i t will b e c o mbined with othe r reports 
to give a p i c t ur e of what and whe re econom ic unders t and ings are 
b e ing taught in our schools . 
2. T he summ ary t o be compiled will b e a vailable to local school s and 
school syst e m s for use in ap p raising t h e scop e and s e que nce of 
the ir programs of economic educ ation. 
3. The c omplet e d picture c an b e use d by the va rious colleges and 
univers iti es as a standa rd or base o n which to e v a l uate their ow n 
prog r a m s . 
Explanation of scale u s e d: 
scale e xplanation 
NOT AT AL L . . .. . . . none , or a s far a s you can r e m embe r , no ne. 
MENT IONED IT .. . .. me nt ione d incide ntally, or in r efe rence to ot he r materia l, 
or as a p a s s ing c omment. 
P ART lAL LY . .. ... . . planned a s pa r t of yo ur regular w ork, b ut no t investigated 
deeply or to any great extent . 
T HOROUGHLY .. . .. . very well for the grade a nd ability of y our pupils , spent 
conside rable tim e and effort i nve s tigating the topic. 
T his is i n no w ay an e valuation of you, your teaching, or your school s ystem. 
The r e a r e no " r ight" or " wrong" answers. What I want i s a profess ional description. 
You may s ign thi s if y ou wish. Y our name, however , w ill not b e u s ed. Machines 
will handle all d ata . 
1 . WHICH L EV.E L DO YOU TE ACH ? (check 
on e or more if appropriate ): 
1 . P r e -prim a r y . ... . .. . . . ... .. . . . 
2 . P r imary (gr a des 1-3) . . . . . . .. .. . 
3 . lr,te rm e di ate (g r ades 4 - 6 ) . . . . . . . 
4 . Intermediate (grades 4 -8) .. . .. . . 
5 . J unior hi gh (g rades 7-8 ) ...... . . 
6 . Junior high (grades 7 -9) .. .. . .. . 
7 . High s chool (grade s 9-12) . ..... . 
8. Se nior high (g rad e s 10 -12) .... . . 
9 . Junior College .... . . . . . . . ... . . . 
0 . l hav e n ' t t a ught. . ..... . . . ... .. . 
Other . . . .. . .. . . . ... ... . ... . . . . 
3 F ROM WHIC H C OLLEGE DID YOU GE T 
YOU R DEGREE ? (c h e c k one ): 
1. C ollege of Agriculture . . .. . . 
2. Colle ge of Arts and Scie nc es .. .. . 
3. Coll ege of B us i ne s s ... . . . . ... . . . 
4. C ollege of Education .. .. . .. ... . . 
5. allege of Hom e E conomics . . .. .. __ _ 
6. allege of Engineering .. . 
o. Other : 
2. HOW MUCH E C O NO MICS HAVE YOU H,W 
(c heck one o r m o re if appropriate ): 
1 . None . .... . ... . .. . ...... . . . . 
2 . THRE E ho urs of E L E MENTS 
(ec on . 23 3) . .. .. .... .... . . . . 
3 . T HREE hours of P RINC IP LES 
(e con. 2 13) . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . 
4 . SIX hours of P RINC IP LES 
(econ . 213, or Ag . econ. 20 3, 
and ec on. 223) . ... ... .. . . 
5. MORE than SIX hours of 
e con. from th e C O LLEGE OF 
BUSINESS . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . 
6. MORE than SIX hours of 
AG . E C ON .. ..... .. .. . .. . . . 
RATI NG SCALE HEMINDER 
for the next pages : 
NOT AT ALL ...... none, as far as you 
can re member . 
MENTIONED IT . . . incidentally , in 
reference to other 
material, as a pass -
ing com m ent. 
P ARTI ALLY .. . .. . part of regula r work , 
but not deeply, or t 
any great extent. 
THOROUGHLY .. . .. very well considering 
your students, spent 
conside rable ti m 
and effort. 
Considering the grade s you teach, how thoroughly d id you 
teach in the following areas: (indi cate by checkmarks) 
5. The identification of BASIC PRODUCTIVE RESOU RCES (labor, 
natural resources, capital , know- how ) ? 
6. The productive resources of your comm unity and state and 
the United States and the world? 
7. The scarcity of productive resources compared with m e n's 
wants? 
8. The relation of productive resources to standard of liYing 
(quality and quantity of labor, natural resou1·ces, capital, 
knowledge, skills)? 
9. The relation of savings and investment to the finding of new 
resources, more factories and equipment, more knowledge, 
better skills? 
10. The comparison of savings and investment in the United 
States with other COl•ntries in relation to development ? 
11. The conservation of productive resources such as natural 
resources, capital resources, and human resources? 
12. The meaning of specialization (division of labor)? 
13. The development of specialization from primitive to in -
dustrial societies? 
14 . The effects of specialization on the individual in respect to 
efficiency, monotony, interdependence, trade and exchange, 
money and cooperation? 
15 . The relation of specialization to mass production, mass 
markets and world trade? 
not a t all .. . . 
m e ntione d it. 
partially .. . . 
thoroughly .. 
not at all. .. . 
m ent i oned it. 
partially .. .. 
thoroughly .. 
not at a ll . .. . 
ment ioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all . .. . 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .. . . 
mentioned it. 
partially ... . 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .... 
mentioned it. 
partially .. .. 
thoroughly .. 
not at all. . .. 
mentioned it . 
partially . ... 
thoroughly .. 
not at all . . . . 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all .. .. 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .. . . 
mentioned it. - --
partially ... . 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .... 
mentioned it. 
partially .... - --
thoroughly .. == 
Cons idering the grades you teach, how thoroughly did you 
teach rn the following areas: (indicate by checkmark!;) 
16. The ideas of specialization by region, process, job, etc . 
(The " wheat s t ates", the "oil centers", the " milling cen -
ters" , 11 rail centers") ? 
17. "Automation 11 ? 
18 . The definition of "economic system"--the organization of 
soc iety for production and distribution of goods and serv-
ices: 
19 . The chief characteristics of the U . S . Econom.1c system, 
such as : the ainount and variety of its products, its ups 
and downs, its need for expansion , and private enterpnse? 
20. The basic institutions of a private enterprise system: 
private ownership and control of property, and freedom of 
contract? 
21. The impon;;.nc e of i.nd1vidual m1uative and md1v1dual 
decisions as producer, consumer, and voter? 
22. The roles of the market, prices, profits, and competition 
in deciding what our system produces and how it distributes 
1t? 
23. The degree to which we use go\'ernmental rules and 
regulations in our economic system? 
24. The measurement of our nation's production, such as 
"national income" or "gross national product (GNP)"? 
25. The sources of personal income: wages and salaries, farm 
mcome, professional fees, rents, dividends and interest , 
social security, relief, military pensions? 
26. The nature of personal income (d isposable mcome, income 
used for goods and services, taxes, savings): 
not at all . ... 
mentioned 1t. 
partially . . . . 
tho ro ughly . . ·== 
not at all .... 
mentioned it. 
pa r tially . .. . 
tho roughly . . . __ _ 
not at all. .. . 
mentioned it. 
partially . .. . 
thoroughly . .. __ _ 
not at all. .. . 
mentioned it. 
partially . . . . 
thoroughly .. ·== 
not at all. .. . 
mentioned it . 
parhal.ly .. . . 
thoroughly . . ·== 
not at all. .. . 
mentioned it. 
partially .... 
thoroughly .. ·== 
not at all. .. . 
mentioned it. 
partially .. . . 
thoroughly .. ·== 
not at all. . . . 
mentioned it. 
partially . .. . 
thoroughly .. ·== 
not at all. ... 
mentioned 1t. 
partially .... 
thoroughly .. ·== 
not al all. ... 
m entioned it. 
partially .... 
tho roughly .. ·== 
not at all. . . . 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
tho roughly .. ·== 
teach in the following areas: (indicate by checkmarks ) 
27. The importance to our economy of such as consumer's 
expenditures, business invest ment, government purchase 
of goods and services? 
28 . Real income as compared to m oney income? 
29. income per head or per family? 
30. The national rncome of the United States? 
31. How money came to be used; how it developed with speciali-
zation: as a medium of exchange? for measuring value? 
for storing purchasing power? 
32. What makes good money (durability , portability, steadiness 
in value) ? 
33. The kinds of money in the U.S. (coins, paper money, check-
ing accounts)? 
34. The definition of "gold standard"? 
35. Our banking system, such as national banks and state banks, 
our commercial system, and the Federal Reserve System? 
36. The quantity of money is increased or decreas ,ct by loan 
policies, demands by business and consumers, and the 
powers of the gover nment? 
37 . The changes in the rate of money use, e.g. rapid spending 
as prices rise and hoarding in depressions? 
not at all. 
mentioned 11. 
partially .... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all. .. . 
mentioned it. 
partially .... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all. ... 
mentioned i t. 
partially . 
thoroughly . . 
not at all .. . . 
mentioned it. 
partially . . .. 
thoroughly .. 
not at all . ... 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .. . . 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly .. 
not at all. . .. 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly .. 
not at all. 
mentioned it. 
partially .. .. 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .... 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all .... 
mentioned it. 
partially ... . 
thoroughly . . 




teach in the following areas: (indicat e by checkmarks) 
38. The importance of banks to community and nati on, e.g., a 
place for savings, checking accounts, borrowing money, 
and aid t o the federal government in its financing and 
regulating? 
39 . T he "other agencies" dealing with l oans and savings, e.g. 
savings and loan associations, credit unions , private loan 
agencies like Household Finance, etc., GI loans, FHA, 
postal s;:ivings? 
40, The kinds of business organiz ations such as proprietorships, 
partnerships, corporations (private and publiC) , and co-
operatives? 
41. How business contributes to our econ omic li fe? How it 
brings together labor, capital and raw materials to fill our 
wants? How it aids society by taxes and technological 
advances'? 
42. The problems of business in our economic hfe? Small 
business? Monopoly--anti-trust Jaws? "Unfair competi-
tion? Capital formation? Advertising? 
43. The kinds and nature of local businesses? 
44. Why government performs certain economic functions such 
as making and enforcing rules and standards concerning 
business, labor, food, safety; or builds highways, armies, 
public housing, etc. ? 
45. The character and size of government expenditures? 
46. How governmental expenditures affected private business, 
the total production of goods and services, and the purchasing 
of consumers? 
47. The kinds of taxes and their advantages and disadvantages 
(in come taxes, profits taxes, real estate taxes, sales 
taxes, excise taxes, import taxes)? 
48 The policies and effects of governmental taxation, borrow· 
ing, deficits and surpluses, and national debt? 
not at au . . .. 
mentioned it. 
par tially .... 
thoroughly .. 








not at all . .. 
mentioned it. 
partially. 
thoroughly . . 








not at all . ... 
mentioned it. 
partially .... 
thoroughly .. == 
not at all ... 
mentioned it. 
partially ... . ---
thoroughly .. == 
not at all . ... 
mentioned it. 
partially .... 
thoroughly .. == 
not at all . ... 
mentioned i t 
partially .... 
thoroughly .. 
not at all . .. . 
mentioned it. 
partially .... 
thoroughly .. =:=_ 
lC0.1.,.11 Ul lllC .LV.L.LUW !11b, Qr.! 1:;0.:t. \.LJIU'\..'•·l\, C UJ 1..Ul;;\,,.I\.U101 l"I,:.,} 
49. The government economic enterprises such as housing 
(mongages and loans, public housing), public utilities 
(T VA, water systems, etc. ), a tom ic energy, toll roads, 
schools and universities, post office? 
50. Why labor organizations developed in the United States? 
51. T he history of labor uruons in the United States? 
52. The number and percentages of workers in labor unions 
in the U. S. ? 
53. The kinds of unions (craft and industrial)? 
54. The methods by which unions obtain their obje ctives ? 
Collective bargaining? Mediation? Arbitration? Strikes , 
work-stoppages, walk-outs? Political action? Restrictions 
on supply of labor ? 
55. T he laws affecting labor unions, e.g., Railw ay Labor Act, 
Wagner Act , Taft-Hartley Act? 
56. The internal problems of labor unions, e.g., leadership, 
membership participation, jurisdictional disputes? 
57. The purpose of labor unions , e.g . the protection of wages 
to labor, to handle complaints, to give "status" to members, 
educational and social benefits? 
58 . The labor unions and public interest, e.g. itlc'ustry-w1de 
bargaining, strikes in basic industries? 
59. The unions in the local community? 
not at all. . . . 
mentioned 1t. 
partially .. .. 
thoroughly . . 
not at a ll . . .. 
mentioned it. 
partially .... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all. . . . 
enti oned it. 
partially . . . . 
tho roughly . . 
not at a ll. ... 
mentioned it. 
partially . . .. 
thoroughly . 
not at all .. . . 
mentioned it. 
partially .. . . 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .... 
mentioned it. 
partially .. 
thoroughly . . 
not at all ... . 
mentioned i t. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all. ... 
mentioned i t. 
partially .... 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .... 
mentioned it. 
parhally . . .. 
thoroughly .. 




not at all. ... 
mentioned 1t. 
partially. 
ho roughly . . 
............ . ···o -· --... . \ ........... - ~- ""'J ........ .... . .......... ..,I 
60. The importance of agriculture in the United States ? 
61. The developments in agricult ure as the re s ult of technology, 
war , decreasing number of farms, the am ount of farm land , 
and the misuse of farm lands ? 
62. The problems facing the farmer, e . g. his r ising costs , 
the fl uct uati ng pr ices fo r his product s, the trend to 
larger farms , and the changing consumer demand? 
63. T he inter national aspects of United States agriculture in 
relati on to surpluses, competition of foreign producers, 
and the effect of trade restrictions ? 
64 . The measures farmer s adopted to meet their problems, e.g. 
self- he lp in the form of diversification and mechanization, 
and organization or governmental aids like price supports 
and education? 
65. The sources of income, e.g. labor, ownership of natural 
resources, possession of capital, using skills and knowledge? 
66 . The facto rs determining unequal distribution of income, 
such as skills, education, kinds of resources, inheritance, 
savings , luck, variations in supply and demand? 
67 . The factors tending toward more equal distribution of in-
come, e.g . collective bargaining, minimum wage laws, 
government ai d to special groups, income taxes and others 
like it, old age assistance, education for all? 
68. The pattern and trends of income distribution? 
69. Th e advantages of permitting differences of income? 
70. Occ upational information' 
not at all. ... 
mentioned it . 
partially .... 
tho roughly .. 
not at all. ... 
mentioned it. 
partially .... 
tho r oughly . . 








not at all ... . 
m e ntioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly .. 
not at all. ... 
mentioned It. 
partially . . .. 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .. . 
menlloned lt 
partially .. .. 
thoroughly .. 
not at all ... . 
mentioned it. 
partially .... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all .... 
mentioned it. 
partially .... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all. ... 
menti oned i t. 
partially .... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all .. .. 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly . . 
h in the following areas: (indicate by checkrnarks) 
The use of income by budgeting, owning ve rsus r e nting, 
and wis" buying "illilong good s of the same kind ( quality, 
etc. ) ? 
Savings and investments, e.g. durable goods -- including 
homes, insurance and annuities, savings accounts , credit 
unions, owning a bus iness, stocks and bonds, hoarding, 
U. S. bonds? 
The use of credit (getting into debt) by charge accounts , 
installment buying, personal loans and mortgages? 
The mass effect of earning and spending on our whole 
economy ? 
The causes of economic insecurity, such as unemployment, 
sickness, accidents, death, old age, loss of income? 
Private industry's methods of dealing with economic in-
security (pension plans, insurance, guaranteed wages, re-
t raining programs)? 
How the individual deals with economic insecurity, e.g . 
savings, insurance, borrowing, group action? 
Governmental measures for economic security, such as 
unemployment insurance , old age insurance, workmen's 
compensation, minimum wage laws, public housing, 
public health facilities? 
The nature of "booms" and "busts"? 
The his tory of U. S. economic nuctuations? 
The effect of depressions on incomes, employment, and 
the waste of resources " 
not at all. ... 
menti oned it. 
partially . . .. 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .•.. 
mentioned it. 
partially . . . . 
tho roughly . . 
not at all. ... 
mentioned it. 
partially . .. . 
thoroughly . . 
not at all . . . . 
mentioned it. 
partially .. . . 
thoroughly .. 
not at all . . .. 
mentioned it. 
partially .. . . 
thoroughly . . 
not at all . . .. 
mentioned it. 
partially .. .. 
thoroughly .. 




not at all. ... 
mentioned it. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all. .. . 
mentioned it . 
partially .... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all .. . . 
mentioned il. 
partially . . . . 
t horoughly .. 
not at a ll. . .. 
menti oned 11. 
part iall y . . . . 
thoroughly . . = 
teach in the following areas: (indicate by che ckmarks) 
82 . The effects of inflation on debtors, creditors , unorganized 
labor, people with fixed income, and business incentives? 
83. The causes for the ups and downs in business? 
84 . The effect of war upon economic stability? 
85. What is being done to achieve a more stable economy (by 
business, labor and government)? 
86 . The role of local and state government in economic sta-
bility? 
87. The importance of U . S stability (economic) to world 
economic stability ? 
88. Why we have trade? 
8 9 . The importance of world trad e to U. S. and to loc al 
communities? 
90. Th e depend ence of exports upon imports ? 
91. The influence of the U. S. economy upon other nations as 
the supplier or buyer of goods and se rvi ces ? 
92. The effec:l of 1h11 U.S . e conomy upon othe r count ri es in re -
gard 10 depre ssions . dev elopm ent of natural r e sou rce s , etc. ? 
not al all .. . . 
mentioned i l. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all. . . . 
mentioned it . 
partially . ... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all. .. . 
mentioned i t. 
partially ... . 
thoroughly .. 
not at all ... . 
mentioned it. 
partially . . . . 
thoroughly . . 




not at all .... 
mentioned it . 
partially ... . 
thoroughly .. 
not at all. .. . 
mentioned i t. 
partially . ... 
thoroughly . . 
not at all .. .. 
mentioned it . 
part ially ... . 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .. . 
mentioned it. 
partially ... . 
thoroughly . . 




not 0 1 all ... 
mentioned i t 
partially .. . . 
thoroughly . . 
1.sidering th e grades y ou teach, how thoroughly did you 
ch in the following areas: (indicate by che ckmarks ) 
How a country pays for the goods and s e r vices which it 
purchases from ot her count r i es ? 
The factor s decreasing world t r a de, e . g. fear of for eign 
competition, backward countrie s , fear of ec onom ic d epen-
dence , fea r of war, the ' ' d ollar gap" ? 
How U . S. aids w orld trade? 
The basic economic problem of all sys te m s (use of scarce 
resources to satisfy as many needs as possible ) ? 
The economic problems facing a ll s ocieties, e . g . what t o 
produce and what not to , how to produce it, how much to 
save, how to share income? 
The basic similarities of all types of economic systems 
(use of basic resources and specialization)? 
How economic systems differ, for example: Who makes the 
decisions? Who owns the resources? How is it organized? 
What are the e conomic incentives? 
The various types of economic s ystems, such as democratic -
capitalism (U . S . ) , private capn ali sm with st ate control 
(pre-war Germany), semi - socialized (Sweden), s tate owner-
ship and state contro l of all (USSR)? 
The economic problems of world population and productive 
resources? 
The effect s of the standard of living on the siz ~ of the 
population? 
l. T he d ensities of population and living standards in various 
regions and countries? 
not at all . . . . 
mentioned i t . 
partially . . . . 
t horoughly .. 
not at all . .. . 
mentioned it. 
partially . . .. 
thoroughly .. 
not at a ll. . . . 
m entioned it. 
par tially . . .. 
tho r oughly . . 
not a t a ll. ... 
mentioned i t. 
partially .. . . 
thorough ly .. 
n ot at all . . .. 
mentioned it . 
par tially .... 
t horoughly . . 
not at all .. .. 
mentioned it. 
partially .. .. 
thoroughly .. 
not at all . . . . 
mentioned it. 
partially . .. . 
thoroughly .. 
not at all .. . . 
mentioned it. 
partially . .. . 
tho r oughly . . 
not at all .. . . 
mentioned it. 
partially .... - -
thoroughly .. ---
not at all . ... 
mentioned it. 
partially . . .. --
thoro ughly .. ---
not at all .. . . 
mentioned it. 
partially .. .. 
thoroughly . . == 
teach in the following areas : (indicat e by checkmarks) 
.04 . World populati on trends and the demand for American 
products? 
.05. Population m ovements in t he United State s? 
*** ..... *** *** 
WHAT COU RSES OR AREAS OF STUDY DO YOU TEACH? 
not at all . . . . 
mentioned i t. 
partially .... 
tho r oughly .. 
n ot at all .... 
mentione d it . 
partially ... . - --
tho roughly . . ---
DO YOU HAVE SOME SUGGESTIONS F OR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THIS QUEST IO NNAI RE ? 
APPENDIX B 
BASIC DATA REPORTED IN FIFTY- THREE CHI-SQUARE COMPUTATIO S 
APPENDIX B 
BASIC DATA REPORTED IN FIFTY-THREE CHI-SQUARE COMPUTATIONS 
The formula and the procedure used "1ith the "2 x 2" tables below 
are adapted from Business Statistics by G. R. Davies and Dale Yoder.1 
The formula for the computation of chi-square is N(bc-ad) 2• The letters 
efgh 
refer to places in the "2 x 2" table: 
Not · .taught f.. Taught = Total 
Group x(n) a b g 
Group y(n) C d h 
e f N 
In the solution of the formula the numerator and denominator "1ere 
rounded off to the nearest tenth of a billion. The numbers in parenthesis 
refer to the number of teachers reporting in each group. The Yates corre 
tion was not used since there was no expected frequency below five.2 
Illustrated belo"1 is the first chi-square computed . The calcula-
tions are shown with this illustration only: 
Not t aught f Taught = Totals 
No economics (3) 30.3 3 306 
Elements (8) ~ 78 816 
Totals 1047 81 1122 
lGeorge R. Davies and Dale Yoder , Business Statistics. (Ne,., York, 
1941) . pp. 362-363 and 509. 
~uinn McNemar. Psychological Statistics, Second Edition. (New 
York 1955) , pp. 22.lr225. ". • • no expected frequency shall be l ess 
t han ' 5 still hol ds. A quick check can be obtained by multiplying the 
smaller right hand marginal frequency by the smaller frequency on the 
bottom margin and dividing the product by N. 11 
59 
60 
CM-square = N (bc-ad)2 • 514.8 billion a 24 •45 • 
efgh 21.05 billion 
.1% chi-square value : 10.83. The difference is significant. 
There is less than one chance in a thousand that the difference is due 
to random variations . That group of teachers in the primary grades hav-
ing had Elements of Economics reported teaching significantly more con-
cepts than that group having had no formal economics education. 
The general hypothesis being tested by the use of fifty-three 
specific null hypotheses is that the economic education of the teachers 
makes no difference in the number of basic areas of economic understand-
ing reported taught. The fifty-three chi- square tests below were f ormed 
by c l assifying the teachers into the indicated groups and comparing the 
t otal concepts reported by one group of teachers with total of another 
group. 
Results of Specific Hypotheses Tested 
A. In the primary grades groups of teachers with the 1ndicated eco-
nomic education were compared and the results are given below: 
1. "No economics" versus "El ements . 11 
Not taught./, Taught - Total 
No economics (3) 303 3 306 
Elements (11) 738 78 816 
Total s 1041 81 1122 
Chi-square: 24.45 •• 1% chi-square value= 10. 83. The dif-
ference is significant. 
2 . "No economics" versus "three hours of Principles, only." 
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Not taught I Taught - Total 
No economics (3) 303 3 306 
Principl es (18) 1759 77 1836 
(3 hours) 
Totals 2062 80 2142 
Chi-square ~ 6.87. 1% chi-square value • 6.64. The difference 
is significant but none too r eliable because of the small number re-
porting having had no economics . 
3. ''El ements " versus "three hours of Principles , only . 11 
Elements (8) 
Principles (18) 




Not taught .j. Taught = Total 
738 78 816 
1759 71 1836 
2487 155 2652 
.1% chi- s quare value= 10. 83. There is a 
B. In the intermediate grades teachers with the indicated economic edu-
cation were compared and the results are given below: 
1. "No economics" versus ''Element s. 11 
Not taught. / Taught = Total 
No economics (11) 1058 64 1122 
Elements (8) ..M2 61 510 
Totals 1507 125 1632 
Chi - square= 19.29 • • 1% chi- square value• 10. 83. There is a 
s ignificant difference. 
2. "No economics" versus "t hree hours of Principles , only . " 
Not t aught/ Taught = Total 
No economics (11 ) 1058 64 1122 
Princi ples (4) _m Z2. ~ 
(3 hours ) 
Totals 1431 99 1530 
Chi-square• 4.05. 5% chi-square value: 3.84. There is a 
significant difference although there is about one possibility in 
twenty that it is due to chance. 
3. "No economics" versus "six hours of Principles, only." 
Not taught f Taught . - Total 
No economics (ll) 1058 64 1122 
Principles (3) 225 81 306 
(6 hours) 
Totals 1283 145 1428 
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Chi-square• 113.09 •• 1% chi-square value= 10.83. There is a 
significant difference. However , since only three teachers reported 
in that group, reliability ought to be questioned. 
4. "Elements 11 versus "three hours of Principles, only • 11 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
Elements (5) 449 61 510 
Prindples (4) 373 35 408 
(3 hours ) 
Totals 822 96 918 
Chi-square• 2.81 . 5% chi-square value= 3,84. There is no 
significant difference at the 5% level . 
5. "Elements" versus "six hours of Principles, only." 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
Elements (5) 449 61 510 
Principles (3) 225 81 306 
(6 hours ) 
Totals 674 142 816 
Chi -square • 27.89. .1% chi-square value• 10. 83, There is a 
significant difference. However, because of the number of teachers 
involved , reliability should be questioned. 
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6. "Three hours of Principles, only " versus "six hours of Principles, 
only. 11 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
Principles (4) 373 35 408 
(3 hours) 
Principles (3) 225 81 306 
(6 hours) 
Totals 598 116 714 
Chi-square= 40.95. .1% chi-square value• 10.83. There is a 
significant difference. However, because of the number of teachers 
involved, reliability should be questioned. 
C. In the junior high school teachers with the indicated economic educa-
tion were compared and t he results are indicated below: 
1. "No economics'' versus 11 Elements. " 
Not taught/ Taught :. Total 
No economics (12) 1156 68 1224 
Elements (2 ) 168 36 204 
Totals 1325 104 1429 
Chi-square= 38.41 • • 1% chi- square value• 10.83. There is a 
significant difference.3 However, only two teachers had Elements and 
the reliability should be questioned . 
2. 11N o economics II versus "three hours of Principles, only. 11 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
No economi cs (12) 1156 68 1224 
Principles (3) 251 55 306 
(3 hours ) 
Total 1408 123 1530 
Jrn this case, if the number of teachers in Elements were in-
creased to four with those added reporting with the lowest of the 
Chi-square= 51.08 •• 1% chi-square value= 10.83. There is a 
significant difference. However, the reliability should be questioned 
because there are only three teachers in Principles. 
3. "No economics" versus "six hours of Principles, only." 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
No economics (12) 1156 68 1224 
Principles (4) 318 90 408 
(6 hours ) 
Totals 1474 158 1632 
Chi-square= 95. 9 •• 1% chi-square value= 10.83. There is a 
significant difference. 
4. "No economi cs" versus "more than s i x hours of economics . 11 
Not taught / Taught : Total 
No economics (12 ) 1156 68 1224 
Over six hours 
of economics ' (2) 170 34 204 
Totals 1327 102 1428 
Chi-square= 32.43. .1% chi-square value: 10.83 . There is a 
significant difference . However, the reliability should be questioned 
because there are only two teachers in one class. 
5. "Elements " versus "three hours of Principles, only· " 
Not taught/ Taught • Total 
Elements (2) 168 36 204 
Pr_inciples (3) 251 55 306 
(3 hours ) 
Totals 419 91 510 
Chi-square= .0100. 5% chi-square value • 3.84. There is no 
significant difference. However, because of the numbers involved , 
the reliability should be questioned. 
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6. "Elements II versus "six hours of Principles , only. 11 
Not taught ./, Taught = Total 
Elements (2) 168 36 204 
Principles (4) 
(6 hours) 
318 90 408 
Totals 393 117 612 
Chi-square~ .0106. 5% chi-square value= 3.84. There is no 
significant difference. However, because of the numbers involved, the 
reliability should be questioned. 
, 7. "Elements" versus "more than six hours of economics. 11 
Not taught./, Taught = Total 
Elements (2) 168 36 204 
Over six hours 
of economics (2) 170 2!t 204 
Totals 338 70 408 
Chi- square • .0714. 5% chi-square value• 3.84. There is no 
significant difference. However , because of the numbers involved, 
the reliability should be questioned. 
8. "Three hours of Princ i ples , only , " versus "six hours of Principles, 
only. 11 
Not taught ~ Taught ::L Total 
Principles (3) 251 55 306 
(3 hours) 
Principles (4) 318 90 408 
(6 hours) 
Totals 569 145 714 
Chi-square • 1.835. 5% chi-square value= 3.84. The difference 
is not significant. However, because of the few teachers involved, 
the reliability should be questioned. 
9. 0 Three hours of Principles, only," versus "more than six hours 
of economics." 
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Not taught f Taught = Total 
Pf1Ilfit~;f (3) 251 55 306 
Over six hours 
of economics (2) 170 34 204 
Totals 4.21 89 510 
Chi- square = . :1453. 5% chi-square value : 3. 84. There is no 
significant difference. Ho-wever, because of the few teachers in-
vol ved, the reliability should be questioned. 
10 . 11Six hours of Principles, only, 11 versus "more than six hours of 
economics. " 
Not taught/ Taught = Total 
Principles 
(6 hours ) 
(4) 
Over six hours 











Chi-square~ 2. 600. 5% chi-square value = 3.84. The difference 
is not significant. However , because of the few teachers involved, 
the reliability should be questi oned . 
D. In the high school teachers wi t h the indicated economic education 
were compared and the results are gi ven below: 
1. "No economics" versus "Elements. 11 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
No economics (28) 2579 277 2856 
Elements (10) 907 113 1020 -- - -
Totals 3486 390 3876 
Chi-squar e= 1.58. 5% chi-square value = 3.84. The difference 
is not si gnifici ant. 
2. ''No economics" versus "three hours of Principles, only." 
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Not taught f Taught = Total 
No economics (28) 2579 277 2856 
Principles (16) 1461 171 1632 
(3 hours) 
Totals 4040 448 4488 
Chi-square= .7015. 5% chi-square value= 3. 84. There is no 
significant difference. 
3. "No economics II versus II six hours of Principles, only. n 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
' (28) 2856 No economics 2579 277 
Principles (11) 866 256 1122 
(6 hours) 
Totals 3445 533 3978 
Chi-square 119. 66 •• 1% chi-square value= 10.83. There is a 
significant difference. 
4. 11No economics" versus "more than six hours of economics." 
No economics (28) 
Over six hours 
of economics (5) 
Total 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
2579 277 2856 
409 101 510 
2988 378 3366 
Chi-square= 44.22 •• 1% chi-square value= 10.83. There is 
a significant difference . 
5. "Elements" versus "three hours of Principles, only." 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
Elements (10) 907 113 1020 
Principles (16) 1461 171 1632 
(3 hours) 
Totals 2368 284 2652 
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Chi-square = .2368. 5% chi-square value= 3.84. There is no 
significant difference. 
6. "Elements II versus II six hours of Principles, only. 11 
Not taught f Taught • Total 
Elements (10) 907 113 1020 
Principles (11) 866 256 1122 
(6 hours) 
Totals 1773 369 2142 
Chi-square• 50.74 •• 1% chi-square value= 10 . 83. There is a 
significant difference. 
7. ''Elements " versus "more than six hours of economics." 
Elements (10) 
Over six hours 














8. "Elements" versus "more t han si x hours of Agricultural Eco-
nomics ." 
Not t aught/. Taught = Total 
Elements (10) 907 113 1020 
Over six hours 
of Ag . Econ. (23) 1116 700 1816 - --
Total 2023 813 2836 
is a 
Chi-square = 240.75 •• 1% chi-square value• 10.83. There is a 
si gnificant difference. 
9. "Three hours of Principles , only, 11 versus II six hours of Prin-
ciples, only. 11 · 
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Not taught .J Taught = Total 
Principles (16) l461 171 1632 
(3 hours) 
Principles (11) 866 256 1122 
( 6 hours) 
Totals 2327 427 2754 
Chi-square• 77.09 •• 1% chi-square value= 10.83. There is a 
significant difference . 
10 . "Three hours of Principles, only," versus "more than six hours 
of economics. " 
Principles (16) 
(3 hours) 
Over six hours 
of economics (5) 
Totals 










Chi-square• 30.31 •• 1% chi-square value= 10.83. There is a 
signi f i cant difference. 
11. "Three hours of Principles, only , " versus "more than six hours 
of agricultural economics. 11 
Principles 
(3 hours) 
Over six hours 
(16) 
of Ag. Econ. (23 ) 
Totals 










Chi-square= 358.26 • • 1% chi- square value• 10 . 83. There is 
a significant difference. 
12. "Six hours of Principles, onl y," versus "mor e than six hours of 
economics." 
Not taught .J Taught = Total 
Principles (ll) 866 256 1122 
(6 hours) 
Over six hours 
of economics (5) .J&2 101 510 
Totals 1275 357 1632 
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Chi-square= 1 . 858. 5% chi-square value~ 3.84. The difference 
is not s i gnificant. 
13 . 11Six hours of Principles , only," versus "more than six hours of 
agricultural .economics ." 
Principles 
(6 hours) 
Over six hours 
(11) 
of Ag . Econ. (23) 
Total 










Chi-square= .0218. 5% chi-square value= 3.84. There is no 
significant difference. 
14. ''More than six hours of economi cs " versus "more than six hours of 
agricultural economi cs. " 
Not taught ./ Taught -::. Total 
Over six hours 
of economics (5) 409 101 510 
Over six hours 
of Ag . Econ. (23) 1816 530 2346 
Totals 2225 613 2856 
Chi-square= 1 . 89. 5% chi- square value= 3.84 . The difference 
is not significant . 
E. When those teachers wit h no economics are compared by school levels, 
the results are given below: 
1. Primary grades versus intermediate grades. 
Not taught./ Taught = Total 
Primary (3) 303 3 306 
I ntermedi ate (11) 1058 64 1122 -
Totals 1361 67 1428 
Chi- square = 11.96. . 1% chi-square value • 10. 83 . There is a 
significant difference. 
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2 . Intermediate grades versus junior high school. 
Not taught f Taught . - Total 
Intermediate (11) 1058 64 1122 
Junior High (12) 1156 68 1224 -
Totals 2214 132 2346 
Chi-square • • 0274. 5% chi-square value= 3.84 • There is no 
significant difference. 
3 . Junior high school versus high school. 
Not taught .J Taught = Total 
Junior High (12) 1156 68 1224 
High Sc;hool (28) 2579 277 2856 -
Totals 3735 345 4080 
Chi-square • 15.39. .1% chi- square value: 10.83. There is 
a signi ficant difference. 
F. When tho se teachers who have had Elements are compared by school 
levels, the result s are given below: 
1. Primary grades versus intermediat e grades. 
Not taught /. Taught = Total 
Primary (8) 738 78 816 
Intermedi ate (5) 449 61 510 
Totals 1187 139 1326 
Chi-square• 1.930. 5% chi-square value= 3 . 84. The difference 
is not significant. 
2. I nt ermediate grades versus junior high school. 
I nt ermediate (5) 
Junior High (2) 
Totals 











Chi-square• 4.01. 5% chi-square value= 3.84. There is a sig-
nificant difference. However , the reliability should be questioned 
because of the few teachers in the junior high group. 
3. Junior high school versus high school. 
Not taught I Taught • Total 
Junior High (2 ) 168 36 204 
High School (10) 907 113 1020 -
Totals 1075 149 1224 
Chi-square= o.94. 1% chi-square value= 6.64. Ther e is a 
significant difference. However, t he reliability should be ques-
tioned because of the few teachers in the junior high group. 
G. When those teachers -who have had •tthree hours of Pri nciples, onlY, 11 
a.re compared by school levels, the results are given below: 
1. Primary grades versus intermediate grades. 
Not taught I Taught • Total 
Primary (18) 1759 77 1836 
Intermediate (4) 373 35 408 -
Totals 2132 112 2244 
Chi-square= 13.53 •• 1% chi- square value = 10.83. There is a 
signifi cant difference. 
2. Intermediate grades versus junior high school. 
Intermediate (4) 
Junior High (3) 
Totals 










Chi-square• 14.00 .• 1% chi-square value = 10.83. There is a 
significant difference. 
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3. Junior high school versus high school. 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
Junior High (3) 251 55 306 
High School (16) 1461 171 1632 -
Totals 1712 226 1938 
Chi-square = 14.07 •• 1% chi-square value= 10 . 83. There is a 
significant difference. However, the reliability should be ques-
tioned because of the few teachers reporting in the junior high 
group. 
H. When those teachers who have had "six hours of Principles, only," 
are compared by school levels , the results are given below: 
1. Intermediate grades versus junior high schools. 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
Intermediate (3) 225 81 306 
Jum1r High (4) 318 90 408 -
Total s 543 171 714 
Chi-square= 1.91. 5% chi - square value= J.84. The difference 
is not signi ficant. The r eli abi li t y should be questioned because of 
the few teachers involved. 
2. Intermediate grades versus high school. 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
Intermediate (3) 225 81 306 
High S~hool (11) 866 256 1122 -
Total 1091 337 1428 
Chi-square = 1. 786. 5% chi- square value = 3.84. The difference 
is not significant. The reliability should be questioned because of 
the few teachers in the intermediate group. 
3. Junior high school versus high school 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
Junior Hi gh (4) 












Chi-square Q .0856. 5% chi- square value = .3. 84. There is no 
significant difference. 
I. When those teachers vJho have had "more t han six hours of economics 11 
are compared by school level s , the results are given below : 
1. Junior high school versus high school. 
Not taught /. Taught = Total 
Junior High (2 ) 170 34 204 
Hi gh S chool (5) 490 101 510 
Totals 579 135 714 
Chi-square= 1.000. 5% chi-square value = .3. 84. There is no 
significant difference . The reliability should be questi oned be-
cause of the few teachers invol ved. 
J. When those teachers i n t he ar ea of Soci al Studies are compared by 
groups with the indi cated economic education , the results are given 
below: 
1. "Elements" versus "three hours of Pr jnciples , onl y. 11 
Not taught f Taught = Total 
Elements (2) 175 29 204 
Principles (2) 187 17 204 
(3 hours ) 
Total s 362 46 408 
Chi-square : 4.80. 5% chi-square value = J.84. There is a 
significant difference. The re l iability should be questioned 
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because of the few teachers involved. 
2. "Elements" plus " three hours of Principles, only," versus "six 
hours of Principles, only . rt 
Not taught/ Taught • Total 
The two t hree 
hour courses (4) 362 46 408 
Principles (5) 330 180 510 
(6 hours) 
Totals 692 226 918 
Chi-square= 70.55 • • 1% chi- square value= 10.83. There is a 
significant difference . 
{. When those teachers teaching business (t ypi ng and shorthand not in-
eluded) are compared by the difference in economic education, t he 
difference between the two groups is given below: 





Over six hours 
of economics (2) 
Totals 











Chi-square= .0531. 5% chi-square value= 3.84. There is no 
significant difference . The r eliability should be que stior~ad be-
cause of the few teachers involved. 
L. When those t eachers teaching business (typing and shorthand not in-
el uded) are compared with those teachers teaching social studies the 
diff erence between the groups of teachers being compared is given 
below: 
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1. All in business versus all in social studies. 
Not taught.;. Taught = Total 
All busine s s (6) 421 191 612 
All social studies 
(11) 803 319 1122 
Totals 1224 510 1734 
Chi-square = 1.47. 5% chi -square value= 3. 84. The difference 
is not significant . 
2. Teachers with six or more hours of economics. 
Not taught .J Taught = Total 
Bus iness (5 ) 337 173 510 
Social Studies (6) 398 211. 612 
To tals 735 387 1122 
Chi-square= .1346 . 5% chi-squar e value= 3.84. There is no 
significant difference. 
M. When those teachers teaching social st udi es are compared with t hose 
teachers teaching communi cation art s t he difference in the total 
concepts reported taught by each group is given below: 
1. All in social studi es versus al l in communication art s . 
Not 












Chi-square= 216.53 • • ]$ chi-square value = 3 . 84. There is a 
significant difference . 
N. When those teachers teachi ng business (typing and shorthand not in-
eluded) are compared wit h those teacher s teaching vocational 
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agriculture the difference in the total concepts reported taught by 
each group of t eachers is gi ven belo~: 
1 . All i n business versus all in vocational agriculture. 
Business (6) 
Vocational Agr. (22) 
Totals 








Chi-square:: . 8905 . 5% chi-square value= 3. 84. There is no 
si gnificant difference. 
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